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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, personal representative 
of THE ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, 
deceased; J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability Company; and John Does 1-
10, 
Defendants. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND FOR ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF 
EXECUTION 
Civil No. CV -2005-183 
Judge David C. Nye 
Comes now Allen F. Grazer and respectfully moves this Court for an Order granting 
summary judgment against Gordon A. Jones individually and Gordon A. Jones as personal 
representative of the Estate of Linda G. Jones, deceased and issuing a Writ of Execution 
allowing Grazer to execute against the real property located in Franklin County, Idaho more 
particularly described on Exhibit "A" and water shares owned or previously owned by Gordon 
A. Jones in Twin Lakes Canal Company. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND FOR ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF 
EXECUTION 
4685\003\Mot.SJ. Writ.doc. 
This motion is supported by a Memorandum of Points and Authorities submitted 
herewith. 
DATED this __ day of February, 2011. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 2 
AND FOR ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF 
EXECUTION 
468510031MoLSJ. W riLdoc 
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CHARTERED 
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Attorneys for Defendants Gordon A. Jones and 
J&J Li\estock. LLC 
Sixth Judicial District Court 
Franklin County Clerk 
39 West Oneida. Room 2 
Preston 10 83263 
Courtesy Copies to: 
Honorable David C. Nyc 
Sixth Judicial District Court Judge 
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Pocatello. 10 83205 
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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, personal representative 
of THE ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, 
deceased: J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability Company; and John Does 1-
lO, 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT UF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF 
EXECUTION 
Civil No. CV -2005-183 
Judge David C. Nye 
Comes now Allen F. Grazer ("Grazer") and respectfully submits this Memorandum of 
Points and Authorities in Support of his Motion for Issuance of Writ of Execution. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. On November 1,2002, an action was commenced by Gordon A. Jones, a 
defendant herein, against Grazer, the plaintiff herein, in the Second District Court in and for the 
State of Utah entitled Gordon Jones and Richard Barney, Plaintiffs v. Allen Grazer, with a 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF EXECUTION 
4685\003\S1. WRIT.MEM. 
counterclaim action denoted as Allen F. Grazer, Counterclaim Plaintiffv. Gordon A. Jones and 
Richard Barney, Counterclaim Defendants, Consolidated Civil No. 020700570 (the "Utah 
Case"). 
2. On December 22,2004, Gordon A. Jones and Linda G. Jones executed a Quit-
Claim Deed conveying title to the certain farm property located in Franklin County, Idaho (the 
"Property") to J&J Livestock, LLC an entity purporting to be a Utah limited liability company. 
The Quit-Claim Deed was recorded in the office of the Franklin County Recorder at the request 
of Jason Jones, the son of the defendants, on December 27,2004 as Entry No. 228503. A copy 
of the December 22, 2004 Quit-Claim Deed containing a legal description of the Property is 
attached as Exhibit "A." 
3. J&J Livestock, LLC ("J&J") was not registered with the State of Utah as of the 
date of the conveyance. It was subsequently registered on December 28,2004. It was last 
renewed with the State of Utah on February 7,2006 and its registration has expired as of April 7, 
2007. A copy of the business registration history from the State of Utah Division of 
Corporations is attached as Exhibit "B." 
4. On May 12,2005, Grazer filed a complaint commencing this action to avoid a 
transfer of the Property from Gordon A. Jones and Linda G. Jones to J&J The complaint further 
sought the issuance of a preliminary injunction enjoining Gordon A. Jones from transfen-ing or 
disposing further disposition of the Property or other property pending the disposition of this 
matter. See Docket Entry A1ay 12, 2005 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 2 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF EXECUTION 
4685\003\SJ.WRlT.MEM 
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S. A Lis Pendens was recorded as Entry 229796 against the Property in the action in 
the office of the Franklin County Recorder on the same date. A copy of the recorded Lis 
Pendens is attached as Exhibit "C." 
6. On July 11,2005, a judgment in the amount of$I,886,727.87 together with post 
judgment interest and attorney's fees accruing thereon was entered in favor or Grazer and against 
Gordon A. Jones and others in the Utah Case (the "Judgment"). A copy of the recorded 
Judgment is attached hereto as Exhibit "D." 
7. On June 30, 2005, Attorney Shawn W. Potter served an answer in this case on 
behalf of Gordon A. Jones, Linda G. Jones and J&J. See Docket Entry dated July 8, 2005. 
8. On July 15, 2005, Gordon A. Jones and Linda G. Jones as managers of J&J 
executed a Quit Claim Deed conveying title to the Property back to Gordon A. Jones and Linda 
G. Jones, husband and wife. A copy of the Quit Claim Deed is attached hereto as Exhibit "E." 
9. On July 22,2005, the Judgment was recorded as Entry No. 231395 in the Office 
of the Franklin County Recorder. A copy of the recorded Judgment is attached hereto as Exhibit 
"D. " 
10. On August 1,2005, Grazer filed a Notice of Filing Foreign Judgment in this case. 
See Docket Entry August 1, 2005. 
11. On July 27, 2005, Defendants stipulated to the issuance of a Wit of Attachment in 
this case covering the Property and water shares of Twin Lakes Canal Company (the "Water 
Shares") benefitting the Property and agreed that an order "may enter enjoining them from 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 3 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF EXECUTION 
4685\003\5J. WRIT.MEM 
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further transfening or disposing assets in the State ofIdaho." See Docket Entry dated July 28, 
2005. 
12. On August 12, 2005, Jason Jones, son of Gordon A. Jones and Linda G. Jones, 
recorded a Notice of Interest against the Property with the Franklin Country Recorder. A copy 
of the recorded Notice ofInterest is attached hereto as Exhibit "F." 
13. On August 22,2005, this Court issued a Prejudgment Writ of Attaclunent and 
Injunction covering the Property and the Water Shares and enjoining the Defendants from 
"further transfening or disposing of assets in the State of Idaho." See Docket Ently dated August 
22.2005. 
14. On April 18, 2006, Gordon A. Jones filed a case under Chapter 7 of the 
Bankruptcy Code, staying further proceedings in this case. A copy ofthe Bankruptcy Petition is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "G." 
15. On April 19, 2007, Judge Judith A. Boulden of the United States Bankruptcy 
Court for the District of Utah signed an Order Approving Settlement Agreement and Authorizing 
Trustee's Abandonment of Property of Estate (the "Bankruptcy Order"), pursuant to which the 
Chapter 7 Trustee, inter alia, abandoned all interest in the Property and Water Shares and Grazer 
was authorized "to fully pursue all his rights and claims against the aforesaid property in any 
State of Federal Court what would have jurisdiction absent the filing ofthe Debtor's 
bankruptcy ... " Order p. 3, ~2. A copy of the Order is attached hereto as Exhibit "H." 
16. The Settlement Agreement approved by the Order specifically states that Grazer 
has a "valid, enforceable security interest in all the remaining propeliy of the Debtor's 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 4 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF EXECUTION 
4685\003\S1. WRIT.MEM 
512 
bankruptcy estate" including, inter alia, the Property at issue herein, the Idaho Fraudulent 
Conveyance Action (this current action) Fraudulent Conveyance Actions or any other action that 
could have been filed by a creditor prior to the filing of the Debtors bankruptcy case ... to recover 
property owed to the Debtor or transferred to third parties by the Debtor" as property that was 
abandoned by the bankruptcy estate and/or for which Mr. Grazer obtained relief from the 
automatic stay. Settlement Agreement, p. 10, ~ 4. A copy of the Settlement Agreement is 
attached hereto as Exhibit "1." 
17. The Settlement Agreement further provided that Grazer was "entitled to fully 
pursue all his rights and claims against the aforesaid property [including the Property herein], 
which rights and claims are not altered, amended or affected in any way by this Agreement or by 
the filing ofthe Debtor's Bankruptcy Case." Id. 
18. On January 20, 2009, the Honorable Judith A. Boulden issued an Order granting a 
discharge of Gordon Jones' remaining unsecured debt under 11 USC § 727. A copy of the Order 
of Discharge of Debtor is attached hereto as Exhibit "J." 
19. The Order of Discharge "prohibits any attempt to collect from the debtor a debt 
that has been discharged .... However, a creditor may have the right to enforce a valid lien such as 
a mortgage or security interest, against the debtor's propeliy after the bankruptcy, if that lien was 
not avoided or eliminated in the bankruptcy case." Id. (Order, p. 2, "Explanation of Bankruptcy 
Discharge in a Chapter 7 Case"). Id. 
20. On February 19,2010, Linda G. Jones died in Provo, Utah. See Applicationfor 
Appointment of Personal Representative, In the Matter of the Estate of Linda G. Jones, Second 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 




District Comi, State of Utah, Probate No.103700100 (the "Application"). A copy of the 
Application is attached hereto as Exhibit "K." 
21. The will of Linda G. Jones, attached to the Application, leaves all real and 
personal property not specifically devised by separate list (with regard to personal property) to 
the Gordon A. and Linda G. Jones Family Trust dated 10-19-2004 (the "Jones Trust"). See Will 
of Linda G. Jones. A copy of the Will is attached as Exhibit "A" to the Application. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
The Property is Described in the Writ of Attachment is Subject to Execution. 
When a party holds ajudgment in his favor for money, the judgment may be enforced by 
a writ of execution against all non-exempt property of the judgment debtor. Idaho Code Ann. 
§ 11-1 04. Idaho law specifies a broad range of property subject to execution by ajudgment 
debtor: 
11-201.PROPERTY LIABLE TO SEIZURE. All goods, chattels, moneys 
and other property, both real and personal, or any interest therein of the 
judgment debtor, not exempt by law, and all property and rights of 
property, seized and held under attachment in the action, are liable to 
execution. Shares and interest in any corporation or company, and debts 
and credits, and all other property both real and personal, or any interest in 
either real or personal property, and all other property not capable of 
manual delivery, may be attached on execution in like manner as upon 
writs of attachment. Gold dust must be returned by the officer as so much 
money collected, at its current value, without exposing the same to sale. 
Until a levy, property is not affected by the execution. 
Idaho Code Ann. §11-201. 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 6 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND ISSUANCE OF WRiT OF EXECUTION 
-l685\003\SJ.WRITMEM 
Separate debts of either spouse may be paid from community property. Credit Bureau of 
Eastern Idaho. Inc. v. Lecheminant, 235 P. 3d 1188 (Idaho 2010). Debts need not be incurred 
by the benefit of the community in order for the community to be liable. Id. See also, Holt v. 
Empey, 32 Idaho 106, 178 P. 703 (1 919)(Community real estate liable to attachment and 
execution for the debts of the husband, whether incurred for his own use or for the benefit of the 
community). 
In this case, it is uncontested that a judgment was validly entered against Gordon Jones in 
the Utah Case. The Judgment was duly filed as a foreign judgment in Idaho in pleadings in this 
case and recorded with the Franklin County Recorder. Both Gordon Jones and Linda Jones, 
prior to her death, stipulated to the attachment ofthe Property and the Water Shares. The 
Stipulation and the Writ of Attachment barred any further transfer of any propeliy OW11ed by 
Gordon Jones or Linda Jones in the State ofIdaho. Grazer is entitled to collect on his Judgment 
against any assets available to Gordon Jones, including community assets. 
POINT II 
Grazer is Not Barred From the Issuance of a Writ of Execution by 
Statutes of Limitation. 
Jones, in his Answer to the Second Amended Complaint asserts that Grazer is barred 
from obtaining a Writ of Execution by the provisions of I C. §§11-101 and 11-105, which require 
that a wTit of execution must issue within 5 years of the entry of the Judgment. This argument 
ignores first the fact that this action was filed on May 12, 2005 and the Property was attached 
pursuant to a Writ of Attachment on August 22, 2005, a mere month after the entry of the 
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Judgment. Further this matter has been delayed by the withdrawal and reentry of appearance of 
counsel for Gordon Jones. 
This argument further ignores the provisions of the Idaho Code tolling the accrual of time 
for the purposes of calculating statutes of limitations. Section 5-234 provides: 
I.e. §5-234. 
5-234.ACTION STAYED BY INJUNCTION OR STATUTE. When the 
commencement of an action is stayed by injunction or statutory 
prohibition the time of the continuance of the injunction or prohibition is 
not part of the time limited for the commencement of the action. 
In this case, the Judgment on which Grazer is executing was entered on July 11,2005. 
Statement of Facts ~6. Gordon Jones filed a Chapter 7 bankruptcy on April 16,2006. Id. ~I4. 
The bankruptcy was discharged on January 20, 2009. Id. ~I8. 
Pursuant to the provisions of the United States Bankruptcy Code, the automatic stay 
imposed by the bankruptcy filing precludes any action to be taken against the debtor or property 
owned by the debtor without leave of the bankruptcy court. See II Us.e. §362. Accordingly, 
the three year period of time during which Gordon Jones was in bankruptcy and Grazer was 
prohibited from pursuing collection against any assets of Gordon Jones must be excluded from 
the five year period asserted as a defense by Gordon Jones. This motion is timely and within the 
period allowed under I.e. §ll-IOI and §1l-I05. 
CONCLUSION 
The Property and Water Shares are cOlmnunity property which is subject to execution for 
the debts of Gordon Jones. The bankruptcy of Gordon Jones tolled the time period within which 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 8 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF EXECUTION 
4685\003\SJ.WRlT.MEM 
a Writ of Execution must issue in this case. Grazer requests that this Court enter an Order 
issuing a Writ of Execution against the Property and the Water Shares and directing that they be 
sold in accordance with Idaho law. 
DATED this ~ day of February, 2011. 
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LINCOLN W. HOBBS 
MARGARET H. OLSON 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the day of February, 201 L I caused a true and correct copy 
--'--
of the foregoing tu be served upon the following in the manner indicated: 
Lane V. Erickson 
RACINE. OLSON. NYE. BUDGE & BAILEY 
CHARTERED 
201 East Center Street 
Pocatello. ID 83201-6329 
Attornevs for Defendants Gordon A. Jones and 
J&J Livestock. LLC 
Sixth Judicial District Court 
Franklin County Clerk 
39 'YVest Oneida. Room 2 
Preston 10 83263 
Courtesy Copies 10: 
Honorable Dmid C. Nve 
Sixth Judicial District Court Judge 
P.O. Box 4165 
Pocatello. 10 83205 
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Mail Tax Notice To: 
GordOIf & Linda JonJ!3 
235 West 1400 North, Bountiful, UT 84010 
QUIT-CLAIM DEED 
1, UU"! 
Recorded .at the request of 
~d.$or\ JOnrtS 
tOH~ DEC 2. 7 200; _::l.m. p.m._ 
V. EllIOTT LARSEN, RECORDER 
ay ~~$ Oeputy 
FRANKUNUNrv. IDAHO 
GORDON A. JONES and LINDA G. JONES, Grantors of Da.vis County, State of Utah, 
hereby QUIT CLAIM to J&J LIVESTOCK L.L.C. for the sum ofTEN DOLLARS'AND OTHER 
GOon AND VALUABLE CONSIDERATION. the following described tract oflan.d in Franklin County. 
State ,,£Idaho: 
COMMENCING AT A P0INT 53-314 RODS NORTH OF TIlE SOtJIHEAST COR.NER OF . 
THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 14 SOum, RANGE 38 EAST 
OF I1fE aorsE MERIDIAN, FRA.,.~ COUNrY. IDAHO. A...'ID RUNNING TIIENCE 
WEST 240 RODS, THENCE NORTH .53-314 RODS, THENCE EAST 240 RODS; Tl:IEN'CE 
SOU1'H 53-314 RODS TO THE PLACE OF EEGINNlNG. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RIGID -OF-WA Y FORAl'f'{ AND ALL IRRIGATION nITareS 
AND CANALS, AND PUBUC ROADS NOW EXISTING OR mUSE UPON AND ACROSS SAID 
PREM1SES, AND EXCEPTING AND RESERVING THEREFROM A STRIP OF LAND 3 ROnS WIDE 
ALONG TJ::IE EAST SIDE OF THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED LAND. 
ALSO, THE soum HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, THE NORTIlEAST QUARTER OF 
THE SOlJTHWEST QUARTE.R., AND 'IDE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF TIIE SOUTHEAST 
QUARTRR. OF SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 14 sotrrH, RANGE 38 EAST OF 'THE BOISE MERIDIAN, 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WTrH 36 SHARES OF TEE CAPITAL STOCK OF TW1N LAKES CANAL COW k"N. 
TAX SERlAL NO: 
ADDRESS: 
SUBJECT TO easement5, restrictions, covenants and rights of way appearing of record or 
enfOrceable itt Law or equity. 
WITNESS the hand of said Grantor(:S) this 
STATE OF UTAH 
: ss: 
COUN1Y OF DAVIS 
N6fAFrt puauc 
IE J. SHAf1=l31 
2!41 TImothywe,y 
SoI.l11tiful. 1Jt:lh 84010 
My Commission &p;re5 




Entity Details: J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC - Utah Business Utah.gov 
Utah Business Search - Details 
J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC 
Entity Number: 5800703-0160 
Company Type: LLC - Domestic 
Address: 235 W 1400 N Bountiful, UT 84010 
State of Origin: 
Registered Agent: GORDON ANDREW JONES 
Registered Agent Address: 
235 W 1400 N Bountiful UT 84010 
Status 
Status: Expired. as of 0410512007 
Status Description: Failure to File Renewal 
Employment Verification: Not Registered with Verify Utah 
History 
Registration Date: 12/28/2004 
Last Renewed: 02/07/2006 
Additional Information 
NAICS Code: 1121 NAICS Title: 1121 -Cattle Ranching and Farming 
https:llsecure.utah.gov/bes/action/details?entity= 5 800703-0 160 
2/10/11 2:26 PI\! 
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EXHIBIT "C" 
. ' 
RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL '1'0: 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #04680) 
of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON} L.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
525 South 300 East 
salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone; (SOl) 519-2555 
facsimile: (BOI) 519~2999 
f f LED 
05 rVH J? 10:.3 (? C',-
... 11 t,;.... ~'D 
-----.......--
i-f.'.~ ~,I r7 
Recorded at the request of 
)~!f)ttf'cl ~. Ql. 501'1 
{' sa .......:......a.m. MAY 13 2005 p.m._ 
V. eLUOTT lARSEN, RECORDER 
!i\Y:5.\l tfkU.rw~d dcts Oeputy 
. f~NKlJN OUNTY~ IDAHO 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICLAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FR.11.NKLIN COUNTY} STATE OF ID.llliO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES I an individual i 
LrNDA G. JONES, an individual; 
J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a trtah 
Limited Liability Company; and 




Notice is given that the above-entitled action was filed 
in the above-entitled court on May 12, 2005 by Allen Grazer 
again~~ Gordon A. Jones, Linda G. Jones and J&J Livestock, LLC, 
defendants. The action affects title to specific ~eal property 
LI S PENDE:NS 
~t(-----
, '. 
or the right to possession of specific real property as 
identified in the Complaint in this action. 
The specific real property affected by the action is 
located in Franklin County, State of Idaho and is described 
as follows: 
COMMENCING AT A POINT 53-3/4 RODS NORTH OF THE 
SOUTHEAST CORNER OF TEE SOUTEWEST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 38 EAST OF 
rAE BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO, AND 
RuNNING THENCE WEST 240 RODS, THENCE NORTH 53-3/4 
RODS, THENCE EAST 240 RODS1 THENCE ~OUTH 53-3/4 
RODS TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RIGHT-OF-WAY FOR ANY 
AND ALL IRRIGATION DITCHES AND CANALS, .AND PUBLIC 
ROADS NOW EXISTING OR IN USE UPON AND ACROSS SAID 
PREMISES, AND EXCEPTING AND RESERVING TlmREPROM A 
STRIP OF LAND 3 RODS WIDE ALONG THE EAST SIDB OF 
THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED LAND. 
ALSO, THB SOUTH HALF OF TB.S SOUTHWEST QUARTER, 
THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, 
AND THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER. OF THE SOUTHEAST 
QUARTER OF SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 
38 EAST OF THE BOISB MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COUNTY, 
IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH 3 f) SHARES OF THE CAPITAL STOCK OF 




HOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
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1. U 1 '! 
... _--
\,A ;';!J1.395 
LINCOL~ W. HOBBS. ES;Q. (-l.84!l) 
:'fARGARET H. OLSON. ESQ. {(296) 
TA \-1.4.RA K. PRt~CE. ESQ. (.5214) 
HOBBS &. OLSO'\!. Lot. 
AWmltlYlo rot Deft!11dllnl/C'ounlercll1irn 
Plllim;rr AIlt:n f. Grazer 
52.5 Suuth Joo East 
S4f1lokt! Ciry. L't:lh 84111 
TelephUfle: 18ul J 519·2555 
Fnl.~jmile; (80 I) 519~2'i99 
FILED 
,"JUl "~: I 
SECOND 
DISTRICT COURT 
1:\ THe SECO\O .n;D1C'TA l DJSTRICT COCIn OF DA VIS COUNTY 
fAR.\fI~GTO:" DEPARTMENT. STAlE OF UTAH 
GORDO>: JONES. :If\ individual: and 
RIO-IARD BAR-";EY, IlrlindividulIl, 
fl!:Jinci IT~. 
\'. 
ALLEN GRAZER. an in.Jivitiu<11, 
DefC'lldullt. 
ALLEN F. GRAZER. 
COUluertl:lim Plaintiff. 
GOROO"'l A. JO:\ES; and RICHARD 
BAR;-\EY. 
Counterclaim Defend:!!115. 
GORDO"'; JONES. an individu.aJ: and 
RICHARD B .. \R:-':EY. an indinuual: 




GORDOI'i A. JO~E.S AND RICHARD 
aAR.~£Y 
Recorded at the request of 
.lAo ~S c::, ~ aLSo lJ . " 
3~\5 
_a.m. SEP 23 200S p.m.:...-
V. ELLIOTT LARSEN, RECORDER 
BY~~~dJ.pS Oeputy 
FRANKU OUNTY, IDAHO 
Civil ;-\0. 02f}700571J 0 























R W DES1G:\, INC. II liIah corpornlkm; 
ROBERT W, SPEIRS PLV:-'iBl:\G. INC .. 
a t.:1:lh corpor;lIiUll: SCOTT SESSIO;-';S, :1Il 
h1t.liduml: lUlU NL'· TRE'D ELECTRlC 
COYlPA/\'Y. u t.;l;!h l.:orpor.l!IOll. 
ThIrd Puny Defcrn:l:mls. 
.I !J .J"! 
'The: aoo"e-<ntitled mUlier WllS lried before The Honorublc: ~iiehael G. Allphin 011 April 26 
lhro!J!;Cb 2Q. 200..". PlahlllfTs w¢(e represcotcd by thl:lr CQum;d. Dil\·id A. \'Iln D:;'1;C and Kctll B. 
SCl1t1; ~frlldllnl WlIS representoo by l1is ,;oullsr:L Lincoln W. Hobb& nnd Tamar" K. Prin¢e. 
Court, nnd hJl\'ing considered the In\\'. :md lh~ Coul1IJ.ldng enten:d Findin);,'!; of Faclltl1d Con-
elusion, uf LuI\' on JlIne 17.2005. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDCED ,0\1'-:0 DECREED THAT; 
1. Deicudllllt AIIl:fJ F. Grm:erbe t\'\:llfdedjudgmcnt :Ig;lin:>J. Gordl.lll.A.. Jones :lnd 
Ridtml B3mey. jointly and Set -emily. in trn."llmouUI ofS I J85,ooo.00 p!us nddition:.!J 
con~eQll(;Oti;l1 dtltna~es ofS-lO.669.97Ibr The conl~clor's fee, S:H ,062.50 ror r;l.ymenl~ to Vallel 
fees ~11U cusu rhrou!);h ~1ay 31.2005. SI.783.12 lor direClleg:ll CU$l:l thrvugh April 24. 2011;;. 
S 1.4.:"7.8! for direct lega! ':051$ :Iller A11ei! 24. 200j. 57.30;,\,00 p:1ieJ (0 t'xpcn :vJllnhew Roblez. 
P. E~ :md prejud.l;?mcnt interesl in th~ :llllount of 575.968.45 Ihrough June 21. 2(J!);5 f.or II ro[n! 
amollnl of 51.880.727.87: 
2. Toge:rlu:r with Jnler~r i\I lho :lIthe prejudgment rote Olw11ing at the rille of$70.59 


















II VV V 1v1 t\. lUJt 
231.395 
3. Togelher \\ irh PO;;I.jlldgml!nlll1t~re~t ~crr\lill~ :u !he jud&l1u:m I~Ue. u~lil rniJ: 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED tNlI 'his JudllnlCllt )hllll he ;tusment~d by n.::lSonllble ellSIS 
311(1 ;ulorneys' fees ~;l.pCJ1dc:d III connection with ~lrorl' Ilt11,( h:l\'c pccn incurT¢c.1 ~irJc:e :-'1:ty 31. 
t'$~bll~!~t.l b,' Amd~\·it. 
DAT~DthJ.$:yo,~, 
APPROVED AS TO FOR.\1; 
BA8COCK SCOTT &:. BABCOCK 
d.4f(77.~ 
O\lvid A. V<lI1 Dyl:~ . 
AllOmty" fOf Pla/llllfls 
HOBB::> &' Ol...SO'\' 
~~a-/:..,Q~ 
Lincoln. W. Hobbs &. Oll.etl 
MllrgU(¢t H. 01 ",un 
T:lIl1;U;l K. Princt 
AttQmry~ ror D~r~nd!lnf 
3 
BY THE COURT; 
STATE OF UTAH } 
COUNlY OF OAVIS sa 
r HEREBY CER'T1FY 1HAr Th'ISIS' A TRtl: COPY OF lliE 
ORIGINAL ON {¥}14 MY 0lTIC£. 
DATFDrnlS~OF. :<u. ....... 
ALYSOHE. BROWN ~~"""r......I 
CWlIJ-QP me co~ 
BY b:h.t'~~"114)~ 
PME-4- OF j 

















crRTIFICA T£ or DELrVEIlY 
1 hereby ~efti I'y Ihl'll un ,he -1- dny t.lf' ~? ' 20l')), 'c,tU~cd a Inj¢ :J.t,d 
l.'Om:\!! copy of(h~ fon:going 10 be scm \'i; r;l~ill1iJ~ and 10 6e lInd tllililed, fiN! cluss. p~l11!le 
prepuld_ 10 the following; 
D:I\'id A. Von Dyl;o. Esq. 
2900 W<:$I '''lish\\"~y 24 
Post Office Bo'< 17 
TC1l$<kllc:, t.:T 84773 
AUCU'llCW ror PlninritlSJCoumtlrcl:um 
~re~danl$.'Thjrd Party rlilimiffs 
Gordon A. Jones ulld Ri..:hilrd 13i1mcy 
FAX #4J5-4Z$-3.1Z9 
Stcpl!l:n F. Noel. Eilq. 
SMlTH KNOWLES P .. l:. 
4723 1·l:lrTIron Bh d., SUiflt 200 
O~dcll. UT S4403 
A tr~lrncys for Third-Purl), DcrC11d;m~ 
It W Design. Inc .. lind Raben W. Speir' 
l'lul1lbing.ITK. 
F' AX #476--0399 
<I 
Kdfll B. SCOll, E!q.. 
BABCOCK. SCOTT &. BABCOCK 
505 East 200 South, Suite 300 
Salt L;)~e Chy, UT 84102 
Co--CoulUJ:1 ror J>luiotHf$fCountt'rcluim 
DefendnntlllThird Party Pllllntil15 
GOrdOIl A. Jones and Richard Bom.:y 
FAX #531-7060 
No-Trend £I~elde Com plinY . 
')' Wt!st 200 Nurth 
BUUluirul. vT 84010 
Thin.1-P:lnY Ddcnd:\tll Pro Sf! 
Scott SessioJI,'l 
289 Wcu Tub!! DrlVQ 
0:nICl'\ltll~. t:T MOl4 
Thlni~PtIrty D.Jfl..11danl Pru S{! 
5QO 
L. UUllJ i.,- I..; 1/ lJiJl iJ.l.\}!l ! f • "J,) VV VJ.VJ, t\. 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #046S0} 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
FIL,r:D 
OS AUG -/ Pt112: l7 
Attorneys for Flaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
525 South 300 East 
salt Lake city, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (B01) 519-2555 
Facsimile~ {B01} 519-2999 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY J STATE OF !DAHO 
ALLEN P. GRAZER,' an individual/ 
Plaintiff j 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES! an individual; 
and RICHARD BARNEY I an 
individual, 
Defendants. 
NOTICE OF FILING ~OREIGN 
JUDGMENT 
Civil No. CV-2005-183 
Judge Don L. Harding 
Pursuant to I.C. 10-1303, Plaintiff Allen P. Grazer hereby 
gives notice by through counsel, Margaret H. Olson, to the 
Defendants herein of his filing in this matter of the foreign 
judgment obtained in the Second JUdicial District Court of Davis 
County, Farmington Department, State of Utah more particularly 
entitled Gordon Jones and Richard Earney, Plaintiffs v. Allen 
Grazer, with the Counterclaim action denoted as Allen F. Grazer, 
Counterclaim Plaintiff v. Gordon A. Jonsa and Richard Baxney, 
Counterclaim Defendants, Consolidated Civil No. 020700570 CN. 




DATED this ~ day of July, 2005. 
~1FJ~ 
MARGARET H. OLSON 
OF DELIVERY 
JCl I hereby certify that on the ;" 7 day /] ", of c-r""u(f 7 
2005, I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing t.o be 
mailed, first class, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Shawn W. Potter, Esq. 
RAB40CK. ,SCOTT & BABCOCK 
505 East 200 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake C1CY, UT 8410~ 
Attorney for Defendants 
Gordon A. Janea 
235 West 1400 North 
Bo~~tifuli Utah 84010 
Defendant/Judgment Debtor 
Gordon A. Jones 
3369 North Westside H"ighway, 
Clifton, Idaho 83228 
Defendant/Judgment Debtor 
Richard Barney is 131 North 
Terrace Drive, Clearfield, Utah 
84015. 
Defendant/Judgment Debtor 
Recorded at the request of 
t1Q b \us E. OL SOt--l 
3'lO 
_a_m. SEP 23 2005 p.m.~ 
Page 2 of :2 
V. EU.lOTT LARSEN, RECORDER 
By Sd.~~d,6g,b _ Oeputy 
4585\003\HQti<;eRePore.ignJdgmt FRANKLIN UNTY. IDAHO 
EXHIBI'r "E" 
Recorded at the request of 
.230038 ~0t2BS ~ QU;(j'tJ 
Mail Tax NotiCt!To: . . JUL 29 ZflG5 ~z~t.15 _a.rn~ p.m. ____ 
CordOIl & LlhdaJQne9 
235 West 1400 Nann, Bountiful, ur 84010 
Q UlT -CLAIM: DEED 
J&J" LIVESTOCK L.L.C., Grantor of Davis CotlIlty, State of Utah. hereby QUIT CLAIMS to 
GORDON A. JONES and LINDA G. JONES, husband and wire. for the sUm of1EN DOLLARS AND 
01HER GOOD A1"1D VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, thfl fOllowing described tract of land in Franklin 
County, State ofIdaho: 
COMMENCING AT A POrN'T 53-3/4 RODS NORTH OF THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE 
SOtJI'EWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, R-A..NGE 38 EAST OF THE 
BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COUNTY, mAHO, AND RUNNlNG THENCE WEST 24(l 
RODS, THENCE NORTH 53-3/4 RODS, TIIENCE EAST 240 RODS; THENCE SOUTH 53-3/4 
RODS TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RIGHT-OF·WAY FOR ANY AND ALL IRRIGATION DITCHES AND 
CANALS. AND PUBLIC ROADS NOW EXlSTlNG OR IN USE UPON AND ACROSS SAID PREMISES, 
ANTI EXCEPTING AND RESERVING THEREFROM A STRIP OF LAND 3 RODS WIDE ALONG nm 
EAST SmE OF TIlE ABOVE-DESCRIBED LAND. 
ALSO, THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, THE NORTIffiAST QUARTER OF mE 
SOUTHWEST QUARTER, AND TIIE SotJIHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTIlEAST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 38 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN 
CotJNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGE'THER Wlm.36 SHARES OF nre CA.PITAL STOCK OF TWIN LAKES CANAL COMPANY. 
TAX SERJAL NO: 
ADDRESS: 
SUBJECT TO easements, restrictions, covenants and rights of way appearing of record or 
enforceable in law or equity. 
WITNEss the band of sold Gran'or(s) this K day ~ ,2005. 
J&J TOCl( LLC. 
STA.TE OF UTAH 
:ss: 
co UNIT OF DAVIS 
On the 1 S- day of S ..Jl.~ .,2005, personally appeared before me GORDON A. 
JONES and LINDA G. JONES as managers J&J liVESTOCK., LL.C., who du1yacknowledged they are 






MY CO;"wS;;IGN ;:eXPIRES 
?u!.Y !<.2006 
.;; ~ATE (JP UT~H 
EXHIBIT "F" 
230848 
NOTICE OF h~TEREST 
.:.. UVi,j 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by JASON JONES that he claims an interest in and to the 
hereinafter descnoed real property. This claim of interest is based upon improvements made. 
payments made and services rendered on the property. The agreed upon arrangement was that 
the undersigned would receive a portion of the property for compensation for the work 
performed. 
The real property is located ill Franklin County, State of Idaho , and more particularly 
d 'bed full - J I)-J J.....~·\clc,\c-. ..... dA,"ycd~ ·-:r:·"IO::-':-escn as ows: c-c..;., }\<;:':' I <.;;.... • • 
COM:MENGrnG AT A POINT 53·3/4 RODS NORTH OF TIiE SOU1HEAST CORNER OF THE 
SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECITON 35, TOWNSHIP 14 SOurn, RANGE 38 EAST OF THE 
BOrSE :MERIDIAN. FRANKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO, AND RUNNING THENCE WEST 140 
RODS, TIIENCE NORTH 53~3/4 RODS. THENCE EAST 240 RODS; 'l1fENCB SOtJTI! 53-3/4 
RODS TO TIIE PLACE OF BEGINNlNO. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RIGHT-Of-WAY FOR ANY .AND ALL lRRlGATION DITCHES AND 
CA.N"ALS, AND PUBLIC ROADS NOW EXISTING OR IN USE tJPON AND ACROSS SAID PREMISES, 
AND EXCEPTING AND RESERVING THEREFROM A STRIP OF LAND 3 RODS WIDE ALONG TIiE 
EAST SIDE OF THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED LAND. 
AlSO, THE soum HALF OF TIlE SOUTHWEST QUARTER. TIIE NOR1HEAST QUARTER OF TIlE 
SOUTHWEST QUARTER, AND TEE SOUTHWES"T QUARTER Or TIlE SourHBAST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 34, TOWNSlliP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 38 EAST OF TIlE BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN 
COUNTY, IDAHO. 
DATED this ~ day of Augus~ 2005. 
Recorded at the request of 
;r C"" So 0 (t .::r 0.",-, £ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
t.f'SO 
_a.m. AUG 122005 p.m.~ 
: . V. Ettl0TTJ:f~CORDER 
. 55 . ~  f)eputy 
COUNTY OF BRANK.LlN : By F~~UN COU. TV, IDAHO 
SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this 1;) day of August, 2005. 





(Official Form 1) (10/05) 
1 Filed 04/18/06 
Document 
United States Bankruptcy Court 
Disnict of Utah 
Entered 04/1 
Page 1 of 3 
:15:00 Desc Main 
Voluntary Petition 
Name of Debtor (if individual, enter Last, First, Middle): Name of Joint Debtor (Spouse) (Last, First, Middle): 
Jones, Gordon A. 
All Other Names used by the Debtor in the last 8 years All Other Names used by the Joint Debtor in the last 8 years 
(include married, maiden, and trade names): (include married, maiden, and trade names): 
Gordon Jones Construction, LC. 
Gordon A. Jones d/b/a J & J livestock 
Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No.1 Complete EIN or other Tax 1.0. No. Last four digits of Soc. Sec. No.1 Complete EIN or other Tax 1.D. No. (if 
(if more than one, state all): more than one, state all): 
 
Street Address of Debtor (No. & Street, City, and State Street Address of Joint Debtor (No. & Street, City, and State): 





County of Residence or of the Principal Place of Business: County of Residence or ot the Principal Place of Business: 
Davis 
Mailing Address of Debtor (if different from street address): Mailing Address of Joint Debtor (if different from street address): 
IZIPCODE IZIPCODE 
Location of Principal Assets of Business Debtor (if different from street address above): 
IZIPCODE 
Type of Debtor (F arm of Organization) Nature of Business Chapter or Section of Bankruptcy Code Under Which (Check aJl applicable boxes) 
(Check one box.) 0 Health Care Business the Petition is Filed (Check one box) 
0 Individual (includes Joint Debtors) 0 Single Asset Real Estate as 0 Chapter 7 o Chapter II 0 Chapter 15 Petition for Recognition 
0 Corporation (includes LLC and LLP) defined in II USC. § 101(5IB) 0 Chapter 9 o Chapter 12 of a Foreign Main Proceeding 
0 Partnership 0 Railroad 0 Chapter 13 0 Chapter 15 Petition for Recognition 
0 Other (If debtor is not One of the 0 S toe kbro ker of a Foreign Nonmain Proceeding 
above o Commodity Broker 
entities, check this box and provide o Clearing Bank Nature of Debts (Check one box) 
the information requested below.) o Nonproli t Organizalion "unlift cd 0 ConsumerlN on-Business 0 Business 
State type of entity: under 26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(3) 
Filing tee (CheCk one box) Chapter 11 Debtors 
0 Full Filing Fee Attached Che<:k one box: 
0 Filing Fee to be paid in installments (Applicable to individuals only). Must 0 Debtor is a small business as defined in 11 U.S.c. § 101(510). 
attach signed application for the court's consideration certifying that the debtor 0 Debtor is not a small business as defmed in 11 U.S_C. § lOJ(5lD). 
is unable to pay fee except in installments. Rule lO06(b) See Official Form 3A - - - - - - - - -- ---------- -- -- ------ - --
0 Filing Fee waiver requested (Applicable to chapter 7 individuals only). 
Che<:k if: 
Must attach signed application for the court's consideration. See Official 0 Debtor's aggregate noncontingent liquidated debts owed to non-insiders 
Form 3B. or affiliates are less than $2 million. 
Statistical/Administrative Information TIllS SPACE IS FOR COl.J'RT USE ONL Y 
0 Debtor estimates that funds will be available for distribution to unsecured creditors. 
0 Debtor estimates tha~ after any exempt property is excluded and administrative expenses paid, there will be no funds 
available for distribution to unsecured creditors. 
Estimated Number of 1- 50- 100- 200- 1,000 5,001- 10.001- 25,001- 50,OOJ- OVER 
Creditors 49 99 199 999 10,000 25,000 SO,OOO 100,000 JOO,OOO 
0 0 0 0 5,~ 0 0 0 0 0 
Estimated Assets 
$0 to $SO,OOI to S100,OOlI0 5500,001 to $1,000,001 to SI0,000,001 to $50,000,001 to More than 
S50,OOO $JOO,OOO S500,OOO $1 million SIO million $50 million SJOOmillion SJOOmillion 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Estimated Debts 
SO to S50,00J to $100.COI to 5500,001 to SI.OOO,OOl to S10,000,001 to $50,000,001 to More than 
550.000 $100,000 S500,000 $1 million SID million 550 million Sl00 million S100million 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Filed: 04/18/06 
Case 06-21277 1 Filed 04/18/06 
Document 
Entered 04/1 
Page 2 of 3 
:15:00 Desc Main 
(Official Form 1) (10/05) FORM Bl, Page 2 
Voluntary Petition Name of Debtor(s): 
(This page must be completed andflled in every case) Gordon A. Jones 
Prior Bankruptcy Case Filed Within Last 8 Years (If more than one, attach additional sheet) 
Location Case Number: Date Filed: 
Where Filed: N/A 
Pending Bankruptcy Case Filed by any Spouse, Partner or Affiliate of this Debtor (If more than one, attach additional sheet) 
Name of Debtor: Case Number: Date Filed: 
N/A 
District: Relationship: Judge: 
Exhibit A Exhibit B 
?TO be completed if debtor is required to file periodic reports (To be completed if debtor is an individual 
e.g., forms 10K and IOQ) with the Securities and E,'{chan!$e whose debts are primarily consumer debts) 
Commission pursuant to Section 13 or IS(d) oflhe Securities I, the attorney for the petitioner named in the foregoing petition, declare that Exchange Act of 1934 and is requesting relief under chapter 11) 
I have informed the petitioner that [he or she 1 may proceed under chapter 
7, II, 12, or 13 oftitle 11, United States Code, and have explained the 
relief available under each such chapter. I further certify that I have delivered 
to the debtor the notice required by § 342(b) of the Bankruptcy Code. 
D Exhibit A is attached and made a part oflhis petition. X Not Applicable 
Signature of Attorney for Debtor(s) Date 
Robert B. Lochhead 1986 
Exhibit C Certification Concerning Debt Counseling 
Does the debtor own Or have possession of any property that poses by Individual/Joint Debtor(s) 
or is alleged to pose a threat of imminent and identifiable harm to 0 J/we have received approved budget and credit counseling during the 
public health or safety? ISO-day period preceding the filing of this petition. 
0 Yes, and Exhibit C is attached and made a part of this petition. 0 lIwe request a waiver of the requirement to obtain budget and credit 
0 No counseling prior to filing based on exigent circumstances (Must attach 
certification describing.) 
Information Regarding the Debtor (Check the Applicable Boxes) 
Venue (Check any applicable box) 
0 Debtor has been domiciled or has had a residence, principal place of business, or principal assets in this District for 180 
days immediately preceding the date of this petition or for a longer part of such 180 days than in any other District. 
D There is a bankruptcy case concerning debtor's affiliate. general partner, or partnership pending in this District. 
D Debtor is a debtor in a foreign proceeding and has its principal place of business or principal assets in the United States in 
this District or has no principal place of business or assets in the United States but is a defendant in an action or 
proceeding [in a federal or state court] in this District, or the interests of the parties will be served in regard to the relief 
sought in this District. 
Statement by a Debtor Who Resides as a Tenant of Residential Property 
Check all applicable boxes. 
0 Landlord has a judgment against the debtor for possession of debtor's residence. (If box checked, complete the 
following). 
(Name oflandlord that obtained judgment) 
(Address oflandlord) 
0 Debtor claims that under applicable nonbankruptcy law, there are circumstances under which the debtor would be 
permitted to cure the entire monetary default that gave rise to the judgment for possession, after the judgment for 
possession was entered, and 
0 Debtor has included in this petition the deposit with the court of any rent that would become due during the 30-day 
period after the filing of this petition. 
Case 06-21277 
(Official ~rm 1) (10/05) 
1 Filed 04/18/06 
Document 
Entered 04/1 
Page 3 of 3 
:15:00 Desc Main 
FORM BJ, Page 3 
tv'oluntary Petition I Name ofDebtor(s): Gordon A. Jones 
(!his page l7TUS1 be completed and filed in every case) 
Signatures 
Signature(s) of Debtor(s) (lndividuaVJoint) Signature of a Foreign Representative of a 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the information provided in this Recognized Foreign Proceeding 
ftiliOn is true and correct. 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the information provided in this f petitioner is an individual whose debts are primarily consumer debts and 
as chosen to file under chater 7) I am aware that I ~eed under petition is true and correct, that I am the foreign representative of a debtor in 
chap.ter 7, 11 12 or 13 ofti e II, United States Code, tand the relief a foreign main proceeding, and thaI I am authorized to file this petition. A aVaIlable under each such chapter, and choose to proceed under chapter 7. 
[If no attorney represents me and no bankruptcy petition Pfj,arCI' si~s the certified copy of the order granting recognition is attached. 
~etitionl- I have obtained and read the notice required by § 42(b) 0 the 
ankruptcy Code. 
I req,uest reliefln accordance with the chapter of title 11, United States Code, 
SP;I:~titia~ 
Signature of Debtor ~ A. Jones X 
X Not Applicable (Signature of Foreign Representative) 
Signature of Joint Debtor 
Telephone Number (lfnet represented by attorney) (printed Name of Foreign Representative) 
Date Date 
X 
-L.7/ / s.!gDatureoutfor7~ 
/ - 7 ;:;;z.-
Signature of Attorney for D6i5tor(s) 
Robert B. Lochhead, 1986 Signature of Non-Attorney Petition I'reparer 
Printed Name of Attorney for Debtor(s) / Bar No. I declare under penally of perjllI)' that 1) I am a bankruptcy petition preparer 
as defined in II U.S.c. § 110; 2) I prepared this document for compensation 
Parr Waddoo~s Brown Gee & Loveless and have provided the debtor with a copy of this document and the notices and 
Firm Name infonnation required under II U.S.C. §§lIO(b), llO(h), and 342(b); and, 3) if rules 
185 South State Street Suite 1300 
or gnidelines have been promulgated pursuant to II U.S.C.§ lIO setting a 
maximum fee for services chargeable by bankruptcy petition prepares, I have given 
Address the debtor notice of the maximum amount before preparing any document fur filing 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 for a debtor or accepting any fee fium the debtor, as required in that section. Official Fonn I9B is attached. 
(801 ~ 532-7840 (8!.l1l S31-7750 Not Applicable 
Telephone Number Printed Name andtitle, if any. of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer 
Date 
Signature of Debfor (Corporation/Partnership) 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the information provided in this 
petition is troe and correct, and that I have been authorized to me this Address petition on behalf of the debtor. 
The debtor requests reliefin accordance with the chapter of title 11, United 
X Not Applicable States Code, specified in this petition. 
X Not Ap~licable 
Signature of Bankruptcy Petition Preparer or officer, principal, responsible 
person, or partner whose social security number is provided above. 
Signature of Authorized Individual Names and Social Security numbers of all other individuals who prepared or 
assisted in preparing this document unless the bankruptcy petition 
Printed Name of Authorized Individuai preparer is not an individual: 
If more than one pelSon prepared this document, attach 
Title of Authorized Individual additional sheets confonning to the appropriate official form for each person. 
A bankruptcy petition preparer 's failure to comply with the provisions of title 
Date 11 and the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure may result infines or 
imprisonment or both II u.S.C. §llO; 18 U.s.c. §IS6. 
EXHIBIT "H" 
Case 06-21277 Doc 77 Filed 04/19/07 Entered 04/19/07 10:29:04 Desc Main 
Document Page 1 of 11 
The below described is SIGNED. 
Dated: April 19, 2007 
Peter W. Billings, A0330 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
A Professional Corporation 
Twelfth Floor 
215 South State Street 
P.O. Box 510210 
Salt Lake Cjty~ Utah 84151 
Telephone:' 531-8900 
e-mail: pbillings@fabjanlaw.com 
JUDITH A. BOULDEN 
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge 
Attorneys for Gary E. lubber. Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Trustee . 
Julie A. Bryan (Bar No. 4805) 
COHNE. RAPPAPORT & SEGAL. P.C. 
257 East 200 South. Suite 700 
Salt Lake City. UT 841] 1 
Telephone: (801) 532-2666 
Facsimile: (801) 532-1813 
e-mail: julie@crslaw.com 
Attorneys for Allen F. Grazer 
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
In re: 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH. CENTRAL DIVISION 









Bankruptcy No. 06-21277 JAB 
(Chapter 7) 
ORDER APPROVI:'lG SETTLEyfENT 
AGREEME:'lT AND AUTHORIZING 
TRUSTEE'S ABA.."IDONME:'lT OF 
PROPERTY OF ESTATE 
----------------------------- ) 
Filed: 04118/07 
Case 06-21277 Doc 77 Filed 04/19/07 
Document 
Entered 04/19/0710:29:04 
Page 2 of 11 
Desc Main 
The Tmstee 's J/otion to Approve Settlement Agreement alld For Order 
Authorizing Abandonment of Property of Estate filed by GaryE. lubber, Chapter 7 Trustee 
("Trustee'; on February 16,2007 ("Motion") came on for hearing before the Honorable Judith 
A. Boulden on March 28, 2007. Peter W. Billings, Fabian & Clendenin, appeared on behalf of 
the Trustee. Joseph M.R. Covey, Parr, Waddoups, Brown, Gee & Loveless appeared for the 
Debtor. Julie A. Bryan, Cohne. Rappaport & Segal and Lincoln W. Hobbs, Hobbs & Olson 
appeared for Allen Grazer. David J. Shaffer, Shaffer Law Offices, P.c. appeared for the Estate of 
Richard Barney. Other appearances, if any, were noted on the record 
. 
The Court having reviewed the pleadings onfile, admitting evidence and hearing 
arguments presented, entered detailed findings of fact and conclusions of law on the record, 
which tindings and conclusions are incorporated herein, and include, but are not limited to, the 
following; 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: 
I. Gordon A. Jones. dibla J&1 Livestock, dib a Gordon Jones Construction, L.c. 
(the "Debtor") tiled a voluntary petition under Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code 
on April 18,2006, commencing Case Number 06-21277 (the ··Bankruptcy Case") 
in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah ("Bankruptcy 
Court"). Gary Jubber (the "Trustee") is the duly appointed and acting Chapter 7 
Trustee ofthe Debtor's bankruptcy estate. 
2. That notice of the Motion and the hearing thereon was properly given to the 
Debtor and all parties-in-interest as required under the Bankruptcy Code or the 
Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure. 
2 
Case 06-21277 Doc 77 Filed 04/19/07 
Document 
Entered 04/19/07 10:29:04 
Page 3 of 11 
Desc Main 
3. Objections to the Motion were tiled by the Debtor and by the Estate of Richard 
Barney. The Objections are overruled. 
4. The Settlement Agreement was negotiated at anns' length and in good faith. 
5. The Trustee's entry into the Settlement Agreement as a fair. reasonable and 
proper exercise of the Trustee's business judgment. 
6. The Settlement Agreement and the relief requested in the Motion are reasonable, 
fair, equitable and in the best interest of the estate and its creditors. 
7. That in considering this matter, the Court has reviewed and applied the standards 
set forth in the case of In re Kopexa Realty Venture Co., 213 B.R- L020, 1022 
(I Olh Cir. BAP 1997). 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
I. The Motion is granted and the Settlement Agreement is approved; 
") The Trustee is authorized to execute such documents as may be necessary and 
appropriate to dIeet, implement and consummate the Settlement Agreement;-~ Except for the 
reserves set forth in the Settlement Agreement, the Trustee is authorized to abandon all property 
of the estate, as provided in the Settlement Agreement. and Grazer shall be deemed to have relief 
from the stay to pursue any and all state court remedies with respect to such property. Upon the 
Effective Date of the Settlement Agreement, the property that has been abandoned or for which 
Grazer has obtained relief from stay shall no longer be considered property of the Debtor's 
bankruptcy estate. Grazer shall be entitled [0 fully pursue all his rights and claims against the 
J 
b04 
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Document Page 4 of 11 
aforesaid property in any State or Federal Court what would have jurisdiction absent the filing of 
the Debtor's bankruptcy; and 
J. The property abandoned and/or for which Grazer has obtained relief from the 
automatic stay shall include but not be limited to the following: 
A. Estate's Interests in real property (along with all improvements and fixtUres 
attached thereto), including. but not limited to the following; 
(i) The Mountain View Apartments of Farmington located at 175 East State Street, 
Farmington. Utah (the "Apartments"), more particularly described as follows; 
BEGINNING AT A POINT 82.50 FEET WEST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF 
A STREET FROM THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF LOT t, BLOCK 12, 
PLAT "A", FARMINGTON TOWNSITE SUR VEY. IN THE CITY OF 
FA&\HNGTON, THENCE WEST 32.5 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00"04'38" 
WEST 65.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 45°02' (9" WEST 42.46 FEET; 
THENCE WEST 85.00 FEET TO THE WEST LINE OF PROPERTY 
CONVEYED IN WARRANTY DEED IN BOOK 984 AT PAGE 838 IN THE 
RECORDS OF DA VIS COUNTY, UTAH; THENCE NORTH 00°04'38" WEST 
153.86 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO THE NORTH LINE OF LOT 2 OF SAID 
BLOCK 12; THENCE NORTH 89"59'31" EAST 263.00 FEET ALONG SAID 
NORTH LINE OF LOT 2 TO THE WEST LINE OF A STREET; THENCE 
SOUTH 00°04'38" EAST 156.00 FEET ALONG SAID STREET; THENCE 
WEST 115.00 FEET; MORE OR LESS, TO THE WEST LINE OF THE EAST 
HALF OF SAID LOT 1; THENCE SOUTH 00°04' 38" EAST 92.89 FEET TO 
THE POINT OF BEGfNNING. 
PARCEL 010.07-031-0075 
Parcels of real property located in Davis County, Utah, inc/wJing: 
Tax Parcel LD. No. 06-027-0006, with the following legal description: 
';D: .j83F'(J~~-}~()S. v. I 
Case 06-21277 Doc 77 Filed 04/19/07 Entered 04/19/07 10:29:04 Desc Main 
Document Page 5 of 11 
A PART OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 14, TOWNSHIP 2 
~ORTH, R..A.NGE 1 WEST. SALT LAKE BASE A~D 7v1ERlDIAN: 
BEGmNING AT A POmT ON THE SOUTH RIGHT OF WA Y UNE OF A:-.I 
EXISTING GRAVEL ROAD. SAID POINT BElNG SOUTH 68.33 FEET AND 
EAST 33 FEET; FT CENTER OF SAID SECTION 14, THENCE NORTH 
89°43'58" EAST ALONG AN EXISTING FENCE 166.0 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTH 0°2)'31" EAST 502.14 FEET: THENCE WEST 169.17 FEET TO AN 
EXISTING FENCE; THENCE ALONG SAID EXISTING FENCE 501.35 FEET 
TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
("West Bountiful Parcel 6"), 
(iii) Tv;,o Tax Parcel Nos. 06-027-0 I 17,0123 (tka 06-027-0007) and 06-027-0 I 16. 
0122, 0 t 23 (fka 06-027-0008), with the following legal descriptions: 
A PART OF SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 14, TOWNSHIP 2 
~ORTH, R..<\NGE I WEST, SALT LAKE MERIDIAN DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE SOUTH RIGHT OF WAY 
LINE OF AN EXISTING GRAVEL ROAD, SAID POINT BEING SOUTH 
68.33 FEET AL'iD EAST 33 FEET AND NORTH 89°43'58" EAST 166.02 
FEET FROM CENTER OF SAID SECTION 14, THENCE NORTH 89°43'58" 
EAST ALONG AN EXISTING FENCE 100 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 
00°21 '31" EAST 502.61 FEET: THENCE WEST 100 FEET; THENCE NORTH 
502.14 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. (Parcel No. 06-027-0117,0123 
(fka 06-027-0007)) 
A PART OF SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 14, TOW0iSHIP 2 
NORTH, R..>\NGE I WEST, SALT LAKE MERIDIAN; BEGIN;--HNG ON SAID 
RIGHT OF WAY LINE OF AN EXISTING GRAVEL ROAD SAID POINT 
BErNG SOUTH 68.33 FEET AND EAST 3} FEET AND NORTH 89°43'58" 
EAST ALONG A..'i EXISTING FENCE 366.02 FEET FR07v1 CENTER OF 
SAID SECnON 14. THENCE SOUTH 89°4}'58" WEST ALONG AN 
EXISTING FENCE 100 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 0:;21 '})" EAST 502.61 
FEET; THENCE EAST 100 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00 21'31" WEST 503.08 
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
5 
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(Parcel No. 06-027-01 16,0122,0123 (fka 06-027-0008» 
("West Bountiful Parcels 7 and 8"); and 
(Iv) Tax Parcel No. 06-027-01 18,024,0125 (tka 06-027-0009), with the following 
legal description: 
A PART OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 14, TOWNSHIP 2 
NORTH, RJ-\NGE 1 WEST, SALT LAKE BASE A.t\JD tvlERID£AN, 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: BEGI~'NING AT A PaiNTON TI-iE SOUTH 
RIGHT OF WAY UNE OF AN EXISTING GRAVEL ROAD, SAID POINT 
BEING SOUTH 68.]] FEET AND EAST 399.02 FEET FROM THE CENTER 
OF SAID SECTION 14 AND RUNNING THENCE NORTH 89°43'58" EAST 
ALONG AN &XISTlNG FENCE 100 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 0°21'31" EAST 
503.55 FEET; THENCE WEST JOO FEET; THENCE NORTH 0°21'31" WEST 
503.08 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. (Parcel No. 06-027-01 18,024, 
0125 (fka 06..Q27-0009)) 
(,'West Bountiful Parcel 9"). 
(v) Real property located in Sanpete County, Utah. more particularly described as 
follows: LOT 3, SEC J, INDl.A..1\J RIDGE RANCH, CONT. 1.13 AC 
(vii) Real property and improvements located at or about 3369 No. Westside H'W)', 
Clifton, Idaho (the "Idaho Ranch"), more particularly described as follows: 
COMMENCING AT A POINT 53-3'4 RODS ~ORTH OF THE SOUTHEAST 
CORNER Of THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 
14 SOUTH, RANGE 38 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN 
COUNTY. IDAHO, AND RUNNING THENCE WEST 240 RODS, THENCE 
NORTH 53-3/4 RODS. HIENCE EAST 240 RODS; THENCE SOUTH 5J-J!4 
RODS TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RIGHT-OF-WA Y FOR ANY AND ALL 
IRRiGATION DITCHES AND CANALS. AND PUBLIC ROADS NOW 
EXISTING OR IN USE UPON AND ACROSS SAID PREMISES. AND 
6 
(rJ)1 
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EXCEPTING AND RESERVING THEREFROM A STRIP OF LAND 3 RODS 
WIDE ALONG THE EAST SlDE OF THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED LAND. 
ALSO, THE SOUTH HA.LF OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, THE 
NORTHE.A.ST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, AND THE 
SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 
34. TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH. RANGE 38 EAST OF THE BOISE MERlDrAN, 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, lDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH 36 SHARES OF THE CAPITAL STOCK OF nVIN LAKES 
CANAL COMPANY. 
TAX SERIAL NO: 
ADDRESS: 
SUBJECT TO easements. restrictIons, covenants and rights of way appearing of 
record or enforceable in law or equity. 
B. Personal Propertv or intangibles of the Debtor's bankruptcy estate of any kind 
whatsoever including but not limited to: 
(i) accounts receivable; 
(ii) vehicles and equipment that have not been liquidated as part of the 
Debtors bankruptcy estate. 
(iii) The interest of the Debtor in any entity \vhich the Debtor held (and may 
still hold) including but not limited to Gordon Jones Construction LLC. 
'\0: ~S35-7()~4-JYil5. v I 7 
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C. Causes of Action or Claims includini but not limited to: 
(i) A fraudulent transfer action against Gordon A. Jones, Linda G. Jones, and 
J&J Livestock, LLC in the SLxth Judicial District Court in and for Franklin 
County, Idaho. commencing Civil Action No. CV-lOOS-183 (the "Idaho 
Fraudulent Conveyance Action"). The Idaho Fraudulent Coriveyance 
Action which may now be pursued by Grazer in the Idaho Court in which 
it was filed or in any other Court with proper jurisdiction . 
. (ii) An action in the Second District Court of Davis County, State of Utah 
against the Debtor. Linda G. Jones, Richard Barney and Renae Camon 
Barney, and the Linda G. Jones Family Partnership; which causes of 
acrion were amended in the Amended Complaint dated January 5. 2006 
against these Defendants and Jason Jones; GS Jones Construction, Inc.; 
J&J Livestock, LLC; Cheryl 1. Gudmundson; G. Scott Jones; Richillyn 
Woodin. and Rochelle C. Barney (~he "Utah Fraudulent Transfer Action"). 
The Utah Fraudulent Transfer Action may be pursued by Grazer in the 
Utah Second District Court of Davis County in which it was filed or in 
any other Court with proper jurisdiction. 
-.. 
(iii) Fraudulent Conveyance Actions or any other action that could have been 
filed by a creditor prior to the filing of the Debtors bankruptcy case, or by 
the Trustee after the filing of the Debtor's bankruptcy case, to recover 
property owed to the Debtor or transferred to third parties by the Debtor. 
Such actions may be pursued by Grazer in any court with proper 
jurisdiction. 
4. The Trustee shall dismiss Adversary Proceeding No 06-2449 filed by [he Trustee. 
Dismissal of that adversary procel!ding shall in no way affect or prejudice the claims or causes of 
action for denial of discharge under II e.s.c. §§ 523 and 727 set forth by Grazer against the 
Debtor in Adversary Proceeding No. 06-0241 I. 
so: ~1<J5·7QS4·3<X)5. v I 8 
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David J. Shaffer 
Attorneys for Richard Barney 
[END OF DOCUMENT} 
NO: ~&35-i084-39{)3. v. I 
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APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
Joseph M. R. Covey 
Pm Waddoupa Brown Gee & LAveless 
Attorneys for Debtor, Gordon A. Jones 
~. ". -
(END OF DOCUMENTJ 
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CLERK OF THE COURT CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct executed copy of the foregoing 
ORDER APPRO\'1NG SETTLEl\-IENT AGREEMENT AND AUTHORIZL'JG 
TRUSTEE'S ABANDONlVlENT OF PROPERTY OF ESTATE was mailed:, postage fully 
prepaid. this __ day of April, 2007 to the following: 
United States Trustee 
Ken Garff Building 
-lOS South Main Street 
Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Peter W. Billings 
Gary E. lubber 
P.O. Box 510210 
Salt Lake City. UT 84151 
Gordon A. Jones 
235 West 1400 North 
Bountiful, UT 84010 
Joseph M. R. Covey 
Parr Waddoups Brown Gee & Loveless 
185 South State Street 
Suite 1300 
Salt Lake City, LJT 841 I 1-1536 
\0: '+X35-7IlS4-J905,,' I 10 
(01 a 
Linda G. Jones 
235 West 1400 North 
Bountiful, UT 840 I 0 
Julie Bryan 
Cohne, Rappaport & Segal 
25TE. 200 S., Ste. 700 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Hobbs & Olson 
466 East 500 South 
Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
David 1. Shaffer 
Key Bank Building 
562 South Main Street 
Bountiful, UT 84010 
EXHIBIT "I" 
SET1LE:V1ENT AGREE?-...fENT 
TB1S SETTLDIENT AGRED1E>lT is made and tnl<::red into as of the 3J>~ay of 
January :007, by and between Gary E. lubber (the "Trustee"), Trustee of [he Chapter 7 
Bankruptcy Estate of Gordon A. Jones, d/b/a J&J Livestock, d/b/a Gordon Jones Construction, 
L.c. Case :\fa. 06<21277, and Allen F. Grazer ("Grazer"). The foregoing are individually 
referred to as ··P:lI1.y" 3J1d collectively referred to as the "Parties." 
RECITALS 
A. Gordon A. J0n~s, db:a J&J Livestock, db/a Gordon Jones Construction, L.c. 
(lhe "Debtor") filed a \'o!untary petition under Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code 
on April 18,2006, commencing Case :-.Iumbcr 06-21277 (the "Bankruptcy Case") 
in the l.!nited Slales Bankruptcy Court for lhe District of Utah C'Bankruptcy 
Court"). The Trustee is the duly appointed and acting Chapter 7 Trustee of the 
Debtor's bankruptcy estate. 
B. The Debtor's bankruptcy estate holds, formerly held, or may hold, an interest in 
real rroperty (along \\ilh all improvements and fixlures attached thereto), 
including, but not limited to the follov,:ing; 
0) . \ condominium located at J 75 East State Street, Bountiful, Utah (the 
"\bpJe Hills Condominium"), more paniculnrly described as follows: 
J 851 .'v1APLE VIEW DRIVE BOL'NTIFUL 
U~lT 106, RIDGEWOOD OF MAPLE HILLS CO~D PHASE V. 
TAX SERIAL NO.: 05-087-0106 
Oi) .\ residence locared at 235 eWes1 1-100 l'onh, farmington, Utah' (the 
"Residence"), more particularly described as follows: 
. \IJ of Lot 1-l7 Bay, View Park Subdivision, Plat E, according to the 
officiaJ pJat thereof 
f'AX SERIAL ~O,: 03-013-0147 
.\DDRESS: 235 \\\:st 1-100 :':orrh Bountiful, Ctah g·WIO 
SLBJECT TO easements, restrictions, COH:nants and rights of way 
JPpcJring of record or enforceable in law or equity. 
description: 
(iii) The \1ounl3in View Apartments of Fam;inglOn located at 175 East 
Stale Street, f:mningron, Ctm (the "Arartmcnts"), more 
parlicularly described as follows: 
BEGTN"NJ>lG A. T A POf.\iT 82.50 fEET \VEST ALO};G THE 
\!ORTH U);E OF A STREET fRO\1 THE SOUTHEAST 
COR."lER OF LOT 1, BLOCK 12, PLAT "A", FAR..\HNGTON 
TOW7\SITE SLRVEY, IN THE CITY OF fAR.\{INGTON, 
TIIE\'CE WEST 32.5 FEET; THE>lCE >JORTH 00°04'38" \VEST 
65.00 fEET; THE;,iCE ;,iORTH 45=02'19" WEST 42.46 fEET; 
THE\CE WEST 85.00 FEET TO THE WEST LINE OF 
PROPERTY CONVEYED J)i W.\RRA~TY DEED IN BOOK 
984 AT PAGE 838 IN THE RECORDS OF DAVIS COlJNTY, 
UTAH; TllE?\CE NORTH OQ~0·n8" \VEST 153.36 FEET, 
\JORE OR LESS, TO THE \ORTH Lf.\JE OF LOT 2 OF SAID 
BLOCK 12; THENCE ;,lORTH 89"59'37" EAST 263.00 FEET 
A.LONG SAlD NORTH Lr\E OF LOT 2 TO THE WEST Lf.\l.E 
OF A STREET; THENCE SOUTB 00°04'38" EAST 156.00 FEET 
.-\LO="G SAlD STREET; T1-IE~CE \VEST 115.00 FEET; :-'lORE 
OR LESS. TO THE \'v'EST UNE OF Tl IE EAST HALF OF SAID 
LOT I; THENCE SOUTH 00"04'38" EAST 92.89 FEET TO THE 
POl0iT OF BEGl}.;'NfNG. 
PARCEL >10. 07-031-0075 
(iv) Parcc)s cfreal property lon:tcd in D;nis County, Vtah, including: 
(a) TJX Parcel1.D. ~o. 06-027-0006, with the following legaJ 
A P.\RT OF THE SOlTHEAST QUARTER OF 
SECTION l-t, TO\\~SHIP 2 ~ORTH, RANGE J WEST, 
SALT 1.,\ KE BASE .-\ND \IERlDIAN: BEGI}..'NING AT 
A POINT ON THE SOUTH RIGHT OF WAY Lf0lE OF 
.\;.J EX1STJ:-JG GRAVEL RO;\D, SAID POINT BENG 
SOLTH 68.33 FEET A)iD E:\ST 33 FEET; FT CENTER 
OF S.\lD SECTION 14, TIIE>iCE NORTH 39"43'58" 
E.\ST :\LO:-';G X\ FXlSTI;\G FENCE J66.0 FEET; 
TllE:'-iCE SOUTH 0'"21'31'- E,\ST 502.14 FEET; 
J IIE:-';CE \VEST 169.!7 FEET TO AN EXIST]).iG 
FE:'-.'CE; TIIE.NCE ;\LO~G S;\lD EXISTC'-JG FENCE 
501.35 FEET TO THE POJ:.iT OF BEGINNI>JG. 
r'WC:Sl 130unrifuJ Parcel 6''). 
(h) T\\o Tax Parccl.N()s. 06-027-0J 17, 0123 tfka 06-027-
2 
0(5 
QuO;) ;,nJ 06-027-0116, 0121, OJ23 tfla G6-lt27-000&), wilh the following legal 
Jc script ions: 
;\ P.\RT OF SOUTHEAST QC:\RTER OF SECTION 14, 
TOW"\SHIP :; "\ORTlI, R.-\"\GE 1 WEST, SALT LAKE 
\lER1DlA".'l DESCRlBED :\S FOlLO\VS: BEGf":'-,;-..JI0iG 
A.T ;\ POINT ON THE SOUTH RJGHT OF \VA Y U~E 
OF .\:--J EXlSTI"\G GRAVEL ROAD, S.·\ID POfi'.iT 
BEING SOCTH 68.33 FEET AND £.\ST 33 FEET A~D 
:';ORTH 89"-13' 58" L\ST 166.02 FEET FROy[ CENTER 
OF S:\ID SECTION 14, THENCE ;-":ORTH 89°43'58" 
EAST .-\100JG !\;-.J EXISTI0iG FE>:CE 100 FEET; 
THE~CE SOUTH OC21'3 J" EAST 502.61 FEET; 
THE01CE \VEST 100 FEET; Tl JE~CE "\ORTH 502_14 
FEET TO THE POI:JT OF BEGI).;"NfNG. (Parcel ;-.Jo. 06-
On-OJ 17, 0123 (fka 06-027-0007) 
A P_\RT OF THE SOL;"fI-IEA.ST QUARTER OF 
SECTlO"\ l-l,n)\\'";'\SlIlP 2 "\ORTH, RANGE I WEST, 
S.\LT LAKE I\1ERlDIAN; 13EG0<1\f.\lG ON SAID 
RIGHT OF \\'A Y U:"--IE OF ;\:--J EX1STNG GRAVEL 
ROAD SAID POf:\T BEf:\G SOCTH 68.33 FEET r\"\0 
EAST 33 fEET ,\0.'0 NORTH 89"43-58" EAST ALONG 
.\N EXISTf.'iG FE"\iCE 366.02 fEET FROM CE::-';TER 
Of SAID SECTIO:--.J 14, THENCE SOUTH 89°43'58" 
\VEST ALO;-';G A.N EXlSTI).JG FENCE 100 FEET; 
Tl1E~CE SOUTH 0"2/-31" EAST 502_61 FEET; 
n IE~CE E-,\ST 100 FEET; THE;\CE :'--:ORIH 0"21 '3 j"' 
WEST 503.(:8 FEET TOll IE P01Xr OF BEGfN~[\:G. 
(P;lTCd "\0. 06-027 ,0 I J 6, 0122, 0123 (ika 06-027 -0008» 
[--\\"('Sl Bountiful P:JTC.:/S 7 :.md S"); and 
ll') Ta_,< Pared :-;0_ 06·Cl27-01IX. U: .. L OJ25 (tla 06-027-0(09), 
\\ ilh 1he [olle,\\ ing legal descriplion: 
,-\ PART OF rJ-IE SOUlllE.\ST QUARTER OF 
SECflO~ I-t TO\\\:SHlP 2 :\ORTH, R..-\:\GE I WEST, 
S.\Lf L\KE Il\SE ~\:-;D \jERmL\~, DESCRlJ3ED .\S 
FOLLOWS: 8EGl:'\--:\f:\G .\T A POfNT 0\1 TIlE 
SUlTH Rit illT OF \VA Y U)'E OF ,\"\ EXIST:NG 
liR\ "fL RU.\D. 5.\10 POI.\'T i3JT'\G SOUTH (,g 33 
J-EET ,\)'0 E.\ST 399.02 FEET !-{<O\I TI iE CE:'\iTER 
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OF SAID SECTION 14 AND RU~~r.\G THENCE 
\ORTH S9"43' 58" EAST "\LO:,iG AN EXISTf:'.iG 
FENCE 100 FEET; Tl-lE:\CE SOUTH 0°21'31" EAST 
503.55 FEET; TliENCE WEST 100 FEET; THE>JCE 
:,iORTH 0"2J'31" \VEST 503.08 FEET TO THE POINT 
OF BEGIN~ING. 
(Pared 1\0. 06-027-0 J 18, 024, 0125 (ika 06-027-0009» 
CWt:st Bountiful Parcel 9"). 
(\') Rcal property located in S::Jnpclc County, Utah, more particularly 
described as follows: 
LOT 3, SEC J, 1~D1AN RIDGE RANCH, CONT. 1. J 3 AC 
(\i) Rcal property and impro\cml;!nts located at or about 3369 No. 
\V",stside Hv"y, Clifton, Idaho (the "Idaho Ranch"), more 
particularly described as follows: 
CO:vt]\lE~CJNG A tt~;O&r-53-3/4 RODS NORTH OF ni~'· 
SOl:TI-fEAST COR;'-.!ER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 35, TO\l.1\SHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 38 EAST OF 
THE BOISE .\·IERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COCNTY, IDAHO. AND 
Rlr:\1\L'\G Tf-fE'\;CE WEST 2-W RODS, THENCE NORTH 53-
3.4 RODS, IHE~CE EAST 240 RODS; T11E~CE SOUTH 53-3/4 
RODS TO THE PL-\CE OF BEGfN'NNG. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVr;';G A RIGl-H-OF-WAY fOR 
.\:-\y A~D ALL lRR1(jATJO~ DITCHES AND CANALS, AND 
PL:BLlC ROADS NOW EX1STP.\G OR N USE UPON AND 
.\CROSS SAID PRE~lJSES. AND EXCEPTf.'JG AND 
RESERVP.\G THEREFROM A STR1P OF LAND 3 RODS WIDE 
.\LO:\G THE EAST SJ])E OF THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED 
L\;.JD . 
. \LSO, H!E SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTI1\VEST QUARTER, 
THE NORTJlE.\ST QU.\R fER OF TIlE SOUTfI\VEST 
QL':\RTER, A~D THE SOUTHWEST QUA.R IER OF THE 
~ot:n fEAST Ql''\RfER OF SEC! JON 34, TO\\fi\SHIP 14 
SUCHI, RA;'\GE 38 EAST OF THE BOISE '\1ERlDL\N, 
FR.\NKU?\ COUNTY, 1D,\lIO. 
1()(jETIIER WI'll! 26 Sl L\RES OF TilE C.\PlTAL STOCK OF 
1 \,ViN LAKES C:\:"I.l.L CO\JP;\:\iY. 
~(1 
TAX SERL'\L ;\0: 
ADDRESS: 
SL~BJECT TO ('asem~nts, restrictions, coycnants ;lnd rights of way 
J.ppearing of record or enforceable in law or equity, 
C. The Trustee has rn'cnlly knmcd that the Dt'btor's 70~'O interest in Gordon 
.1onC's CumtTUction LLC ("Construction LLC') 1T.ay possibly have some 
\ :"lluc. 1m c~tig3tj0n to date indicates that CL)nslruction LLC may have 
nott's recei\"nbk in the faCe! amount of approximately 5389,000. Of this 
face 0n10unt, an unknown ponion is believed to be an vbligation from the 
OeblOr himself. ,llld S I 98,000 is purportedly ow~d by :Vfountain View 
Apariments. "Tnc obljgation of \lountain View Apartments is either 
uncollecti ble- due to Grazer's judgment lien or would reduce \"hat is 
\.'ollectible from selling the \fountain Vicw Apartments. in addition, 
S82,OOO of the notes receivable is a note from G. S. Jones Construction, 
Inc., which is owned by the Debtor'S son and an unsecured creditor in this 
c~se. Bastd on investigation to date, the Trustee does nor know whether 
,my :Jmounls can be colkcted on these not~s, but is highly doublfullhat a 
,igniiic3nt portion can he collected. 
D. At the 1ime of the filing of the Bankruptcy C'J5e, the Debtor di~c1oscd an 
:ntcrcst in \":nious \ chicks. I?quipmcnt and nther ptr~onaJ property fo.::Jtcd 
in L:tah und Idaho, including a 1955 Ford T-l3ird. 
E. On July I J, 2005, th.: Second Judicial District COUrl, Davis County, Utah, 
presiding o\"cr Case No. 02-0700570 (the "St::lte Court C:lse"), entered 
Judgment which fa\ ored Grazer and against the Debtor and Richard 
Burney ("Barney") in (he dmount 0[$1,886,727.37, plus pre- and post-
judgment interest .md reasonable costs ;:lnd at1orncys' fees expended in 
(,)II"Clioo of the judgm(.'J1t ;]11cr :V1ay 31, 1005 (the "Judgment"). Grazer 
h:::$ filed a proof of d,;im in the Debtor's rankrJptcy eS1ate, a~!;erting that 
Ille Judgment has :.l balance owing of S2, I 00, J ,:;·+'00, plus any applicable 
intelcSl fe~s \Jf (OSlS as permitted by 11 USC. § 506(b) (Ihe "(imLer 
Claim"). 
F fhe Judgmen1 and the Judgment Jnf'.Jrm:.lli0n Siatement \vere recorded by 
Ihe Da,js County Recorder un July J S, :::005. As a result of that 
r<.:cording, Gr:w:r tlssens that he holds a judgmcnt.lien against all real 
pmpcny located in Da\is County 0\\ ni:d by the Debtor, including the 
Rl'siJence, the \Japk Hills Condominium. 1111: \V~'st B0\1111iful L0ts and 
the .\partmc:nrs. 
G. fhe Jucgrni.:r1t \\8S rcurded by (he SC;I1PC'C Cc)'.1111Y Rccurdt:r tm Ocrobcr 
:, :005. As a rl'~ul1 oltha! rc:cor.:iing. Gr:LI.Cr ;;sscrts that he holds a 
juJ~rnent I icn :.;gJ;rd :tIl n.:al 'p0pcny 0\\r.cJ by the Dd;tor !nCHed in 
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S;mp..'le C..lunl)', induJing the Indianola Property. 
11. :\ ~()tice of Fcreign Judgment \\:1S recorded in Franklin County, IdJ.ho on 
.August 5, :005. The Judgrr.em \\JS recorded \\ith Franklin County, idaho 
l~ec0rder on September 23,2005. As a result of that recording, Grazer 
;~YSeT1S that he holds a judgment lien ng:linSl all real property o\vned by the 
Debtor in Franklin ('ounty, Idaho, including the Idaho Ranch. 
1. On or aboul October 4, :005, Writs of E,'\t:culion on the ludgmt:nt were 
~encd, \\liieh h;:Jd been issued by the Court pf\~siding oyer the State Court 
:~cti(m. on S~'ptel11bcr 19, :005, direeting I.!xccution of all non-exempt 
pt>r!Oonal proptrty located in $3l1 Lake County, including the 1955 Ford T-
Bird. 
J. Prior 10 the filing of the Bankruptcy C .. se, Grazediled a fraudulent 
lral1~[t.!r action against Gordon A. Jones, Linda G. Jones, and J&1 
Li,'.:stoek, LLC in the Sixth .fudicbl District Court in and for Franklin 
County, Idaho, comml!l1cing Civil Action ~o. CV-:::005-J 83, '",hich causes 
elf 3Clion \\\:re amcnded in the proposed Amended Complaint pursuant to 
the C,lurt'S Order to Amend datcd hnuary 22, 2005 against these 
Defendants and Jason Jones, (the ;'Idaho Fraudulent Transfer Action"). 
The Tru~t",e remov .... d the Idaho Fraudulent Conveyance Action to the 
Bankruptcy Court, rUl1he ;,ction hus becn subequt.!ntly remanded back 10 
<:tate court. 
K. On ur dbout August 5, :::005, Grazer commenced an aclion in the Second 
District COUl1 of Davis County, St3te of Utah against the Debtor, Linda G. 
Joncs, Richard Barney and Rcn3e Carnon Barney, :;no the Linda G. Jon.:s 
F;imily Partnership, which C3USCS of action '\1m:: am~nded in the Amcnded 
Compbint dated January 5, :::006 :;gair:st these Defendants and Jason 
JUJ1.:s: GS Jones Construction. Inc; .I&J Lheslock, LLC; Cheryl J. 
Gudmundson; G. Scon Jones; Richillyn Woodin, :!nd Rochelle C. Barney 
!1he "1.:t;,h Fraudulent Trar,:;(cr Action''). The Trustce removed the Utah 
Fr;)ucukm Conveyance .l.(tion to the B;mkruptcy Court, but the action has 
bLcn ~ub~..;qu..;ntly rcmanut'd huck to state court. 
L. CiU;Ll'f h:Ji.:\cs that the Debtor has fr;mduknt[y transferred funds, 
~'..::rs,,,r,~d pr<lp.:rty. JJ1J rcal property, in ;.ldJition 10 the transfers referenced 
in the Ltdh Frauduknt Trander Action and the IJ;JIio Fruuduknt TraJlsl~rs 
,\..:ti('11 (the "Otller FruuduJent Transfer Actions"). 
\1. The \:didity of the Grayer's li:.:n ag,linst the Debtor's interest in reul and 
pC'rs();:al property is subject to dispule. Spc..:ifiLally, the Trustee could 
,lrgUf.:: tr;:..tj the lii::l1 u~;;inst ft':.il pn'perty is D{H \ alid hcc<)tJse no final 
juJ:;.m.:l1t \\;15 cntaed in the S13te ('ourt Cc.~e. On Ihe other hand, while 
('\l'LJ,i(:n U •• Jcf Rule 04[ urlhe L'tah Ruks of Ci\il Procedure require'S 
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-:ntr} oi a "final judgm.:nt" Q.;.'fllre a writ of execution may issue, Utah 
Clde Ann. § 78-:2-1 pro\ides that a ;'judgment" properly recorded creates 
J lien against real property. fhe Trustee i:; nOI ;:;.\\are of any basis by 
\\ hieh Graz~r would ha\e a lien on the DcblOr's 70% interest in 
Construction LLC. Ho\\c\er, the Trustee reccgnizes that even if Grazer is 
ckcmed unsecured, he would hold 0\ er 96% oflhe unsecured claims. 
~. Time for liling proofs of daim has expired, ar:d, other than the claim of 
Gra2er, unsecured claims lotal 584,773.00 and consist of: (1) a claim filed 
by Kent B. Scott of Babcock & Scon, in the amount 0fS26,473.00; (2) a 
daim ilkd by G.S. Jones, Cl)Jistrw.:tion Inc., <.in entity purportdly owned 
by the Deblor's son, in the amount of $:':0,000.00 (there may be an offset 
\0 this claim due to the 70°'0 interest in the S82,000 note recei\able held by 
Con~trut'tion LLC); (3) a cbim filed by Linda G. Jones, the Debtor's 
spouse, in the amount of S:;6,0000.00; 311d (4) 3 claim filed by Steven 
8:,110n in the amount of $:2,300.00, t As (he c !aimants set forth in (2) ::llld 
t3) are insiders, the total of non-insid.::r unsccun:d creditors is therefore 
$28,773.00. 
O. Pur::;t;ant to an Older llflhe Bankruptcy COUI1 entered September 14, 
:006, \\ irh the consent of Grazer, the Trustee sold the \luple Hills 
Clndominium f(n :S':65,OOO.OO, The crder 3150 provided for the sale of 
ihe 1.~13te's inlCr-=st in the RL'siJl":n.:e to Linda Jones for $72,500.00. 
Gr:.lLer aSSI:'!1S u lien un the pro .... l:'eds urtbe ,ale ofllle ~1aple Hills 
Condominium and the Residence. 
P Pursuant to an Ordcr oflhc Bankruplcy COUI1 entered October 25, 2006, 
\\i\h lh~ comen! of Grazt.'r, the Trustee ~l)ld rhe 1995 Ford T-Bird, 
~t'Jjt:rJting nd proceeds of $ J 9, 170.50. Grazer asserts a lien on those 
proceeds. 
I). T3::scd upon !he Trustee's invc:5tigalicn and inforrn3tion now 3\ ailable 10 
:he Tru~lcc, the Tn:5tcc cstimatl.!s that. ifall proj:crty of the Oehlor's 
t:..r,krupl .... y \..'~t~.ile IC.\\..' I uding the Dd .. :lnr' 5 i ntt'rest in Construction LLC, 
but int:iuJing, hn nD! limited to I"enl and rersonal pniPerty. C1USCS of 
:lclion, iJ11Jngihks, '-'tc.) is properly anu timely liquidated, such property 
\\ould gcHer:]le no mure than Sl,300,C:OO.OO, kss the costs, ~uch as fees 
flIT the Tru:,:1('C :ind his profcssil'n:lls emJ L11b::r costs of :Jdl11jnj~tering lhe 
eslate ;:md liquidat;'r:g the pruperty uflhe cst:Jtc, Although the Trustee's 
infunnJtion is limit"d as to the colkclJbili:y of the noles rccciYJblc in 
CtmslfU(til)11 LlC'. :he Trustee be!ic\ ("5 [fiJI c\ en a \ cry optimistic 
f(',:owry <\tluiJ t-<2 l~U mur<2 tbn Ji1 .;JJiticnJl 5130,000 for the c:s\Jte. 
, 8~n,m i!'d ~ rieur uf C~irn. el.,!:;1 ,]Uinh.:r 5, lisling S2.":-I;(i.')O :is h,llh a prillrity ar.d gcr.cral umccur~d 
,:Jiil)S. I'!., ;.:l~i(·s hdic\c lbl iil¢ i,'!;,i (!:lim i~ S2.300 00 .wJ" 1".,'t entitled to priliiily 'i~rlJS. 
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claims sc:t il.-;rth in --Recital \I" of [his ;\grecml:nt, total 52,184,897.00. 
S. Accurdingly, lhe Trustee cstimJt.:s IhJt, \\ ith accruing administrative 
l.?\p':Ji~(,S, ('yen if Grazer's Caim \\C:rC deemed an unsecured claim (which 
G~;17cr denies), then distribution to unsecured creditors \\Quld be no more 
than six[y-fi\ e cems On ,he dollar (65%) '-Ind prcbbly less, In the event 
thJt Grazer's Clllim \\3S deemed to be secured, distribution to unsecured 
cn:Jitors \\ould lik.;!y be zero Jnd the cstate would likely be 
;,dministratin:ly insolvent. 
T. The Trustee :;nd Graza bdic\,e lli"t Ijtj~;.ltion regarding the \"alidiry of 
Grazr;;r's secured (bim \\ouJJ in\oh e costs and fees that \\Quld decrease 
1he possible funds a\ailable to be paid 10 unsecured creditors, 
L A fIn ;:mn' s-kngth, good faith ncgoti3t ions, the Trustee and Grazer agrc-ed 
10 rl.·sl)h c and cl1mpomise any and alll.'bims and disputes which 
currently c:-;ist bd\\ecn them H'gJrding Grazer's Claim and how to deal 
\\ ilh ;ill property of the bankruptcy (:'5131e of the Debtor, pursuant to the 
terms :lnd c"nditions more tully sct forth in this Agreement. 
~o\V, THEREFORE, rased upon the foregoing reril<ils, \\hich are incorporated 
:CiO this .\grcc'mt.:flt and for good or.d " nh'::lble l'onsiderali')I1. including the cOYCnants set 
:(,nh herein, ~lIld ~uL;j,>ct to apprO\all1fthis .. \grccmt.:nt by the Bankruptcy Court, the 
P:;r!ies Jgrce as follows: 
J. r=:J[.:-l.'tivencss ofA!2n.-cment. This Agr":':l1lcl1t £h311 become etTeclj\'e on 
:hc .<ccond busine~s duy follov .. ing 1<:n da: 5 after the entry of an order by 
:1-.e B;.;nhruplcy Court in the' Debtor's llankruptt.:)' Case approving this 
\:;rcc'mo:nt, unless the order is :;t3: (J prior :0 the e:-;pirarion of such 
j'<.:ri"d, (hacin;).11.:r, th~ "l:::tTccti\ c J);Jte·'). The order Jpproying this 
,l,~reemcnt dcscrib~'J herein ~hall be ill a furm expressly approved in 
\\ rirjGg by Gra2ef. In th(' l'\ eli! th:lltht.' urder ;ipproving this Agreement is 
~\;l) ed, , the Trustee >Jnd Gr2zcr shull each, independently, ha\-e the right 
10 (;JiKd this Agreement 1:::y tiling a Notice of Cuncdbtion with the 
[3;;r;kruplCy Court in the B,mkruptcy C<!se. L:rt1n filing ofa Notice of 
C;:llI:dbtion, this Ag.n.'ement shall bccome nuIJ and void and the Trustee 
:i1~J Gr,'Lcr ~h;,dJ c'J\:h rel:lin all rights ;wJ remedies that they would hold if 
tbis .\grcemem did not exist. 
rh: Trust.:e estim;ltc$ that ;;s uf J:111Uary .3 I, :007, the <-,state \~iJl ha\e 
;q:rroximately Sl..J?,S50.00 in cash primarily [rcm the saJe ofas~ct!i and 
rems ft:cei\cd. _ \t the 1::ff('(ti\ c Dalc, the Lc;,h ~li~dl be used 3nd rcst.'J"\ cd 
in (nIiowing priority: 
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First: .\n AdminislratiH"! E:\pense ReseT\ c of S 192,000 shall be 
_'5wblishcd to PY ;lciministralivc expenses, including taxes. 
Priccw3tcrhouscC00pcrs, the Trustee's account3n1S estim3te that the 
"\\orst case" for t3:\es incurn .. d by the c5t3te is ~82,OOO.OO, assuming this 
Senlement is approwd and there is no further liquidation of eSlate a~:sets. 
The current best (stim;)1;;: of administralj\C expenses through the Effective 
Dute is $11 0,000.00, u~suming this So;'tlkm~'nt is ;Jpproved. Assuming this 
Set1lement is ;:ppro\·cd. the Trus1ee, his counsel :md his 3ccoun1::lrlts agree 
:0 seek court appro\'al of rinal fees and costs of <ldministrative cbims of 
no more than SllO,OOO.OO, prOvided, ho\\e\er, if the Trustee incurs 
~iJditjQnaJ fees Jnd cc~ts rcb1l.'d to defending 3ny appeal oflhe order 
JPpro\ing. this .'\gr~cment, :;ut.:h uJJit il'nal fees :::nd costs. to the exknl 
:hey are nllo\\ed by the B:Jnkruplcy Court, may be added to the 
S I J 0,000.00 maximum fee. To 1he extent that such Jdministralive fees and 
costs Jrc allowed by 1he Bankruptcy Court as reasonable and necessary 
(OS15 uf admini~lnjng the bankruptcy ~-:;tJte, the Trustee may pay the 
allowed Cldminislrathe expemeS frt)m the Administrative Expense 
Reserve. The Trustee shall file all necess:uy tax returns pursuant to 11 
l'.S.C. § 50~(b)(2). Provided the Trm1ce's accountant has 1he necessary 
information, the Trustee ,hall prcrare such returns \\'irhin thirty (30) days 
after the EtTcctjve Date. Before filing any income tax return [or (he 
Debtor's bnkruptey l'~tate. the Trustee shall give Grazer not less than 
jj f\t<:n (15) days to fe\ je\\.' the ft'turn. Cpon expiration of the 1 ime periods 
!,\;,t forth in 11 USc. § 50S(b)(2), the halance of the Administrative 
Exren~e Re!'ene, including any funds not used to pay the amount of tax 
due: from administration of the Debtor's bankruptcy estate, shall be paid 
first to fund an: unfunded pvl1ion ()f l'nsecufc-d Creditors Reserve (less 
any amount of unsecured claims Ji::lllo\\ed pursuant 10 Paragraph 9) and 
then to Gr;,,<:r. If the Jllo\\('d filial fees and costs forthe Trustee, his 
attorneys i~l~d his 3ccounts arc k5S lh:m S II 0,000,00, then the difference 
rctwccn the lot.:d of the final aJJo\\ cd sUi.'h feo;'s, i.'csts ;mJ the $110,000.00 
~bll be paiJ ItJ GruLer. 
C:;,'cond: :\n 1.·:1.'ccured Creditors' Ri:~cf\e ofS63,.57Y.75 :si1:.l11 be 
L'siablislicd 10 p;:lY Ihe allo\\i;:J un~ccurcd claims 'Jfthuse creditors set f(,rth 
in Recital:--.J. Pro\ ided the L'nsecured Credirors' Re~ef\e is fully funded, 
t';Jeh ~jh;\\l·J d .. dm ~h:.JJJ be p;:iJ 75% of tile: allowed 3.1l10unt. If the 
l'ns('cuh'd Cr",jitcrs' R<.?5<:ne is li\l! fuJly fi.lI1i.kd after the c:-.:piralion of 
the time p<:rillJ under 11 USc. § 505(b)(2), then th~Te 5baIJ be a pro rJta 
rcduetkn of the pe:fccntagc paid. By way of example only, if the 
l.'mccurd CrcJitprs' RCS<.:T\(.: is funJ..:J in the amount uf $.'.'0,839,80, thl?n 
the cad1 :lllo'.\(J (!Jim shull be paid (,O~·'O uftbe alJo\~l."d amLiunt. To Ihe 
extent thJt Jny un~ccured cfaims hJ\C h'en disallowed pursuant to 
P~r3g.r:Jph Y, :bc ;,mount ofl'ns.:.'curd CrcJitors' RC5cn c shall be reduced 
by 75°,'0 !,',r th~' k~~cr FrceJ1lJ~c if iiut ruIfy funJl'd) Ji.·,r c;lch dollar of 
Ji~Jllo\\I,'J c!;;ims. :md sUL·h :ll11l'!U;lr 'inall be paid to Gra/t:L 
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Third: \hlni..:s Ju~ to Grazer frL:m :'::0% of rents collected from the 
3l=3i1D1cnlS pursuant to Paragraph 3 below, \\hi~h monj,,;s shall be paid as 
pro\ idcd in paragr:Jph 3 below. 
). .\pnml'llts. The Tn:sh:e J-.:lS hecn collecting rents frem the 
.:JministJ3tion of the Aranments. After paying all co~ts associated \vith 
the AplJ1l11ents (\\hil.'h ccsts do not include fees and ~O!its of the Trustee, 
his ,,!torn..::; s or ~Kcountan1s), the Tru~li:'e :Kknow!edges that from the net 
proc..:eds g~ner\l((;'d from the Apanmcnls s;:\f;!nt)' percent (70%) of the 
funds Jre property uflhe estate and the other thiI1Y p.::rcent (30%) are the 
prcpc:]1y of Bamey, who is 31$0 ~ubj("ct to the Judgment in favor of 
GrauL t'pon appro\al of this :\grecment and the full funding of the 
,\dministrati\c Expense Resenc and the L'nst'cured Creditors' Reserve, 
the aforesaid 70% of the funds (or :m} ponion thereof after the funding of 
the rL:s':f\~s) shall be pid to Grazer. Grazer shall obtain a writ of 
ewcution on the afor~5aid :0% of the funds (LTJd, upon service of the 
,xccution, the funds shall be paid to Grazer. 
4. Stipulation Abnut'nmenLiRdiefFrom C:,ay, Except for the resenes and 
JS olhcJ'\vise e:'\pressly provided henein, the Tn.;~·tce stipulates and agrees 
ihdr Graza has a \ alid, .:nfofceable ::ccuriry in;crcst in aJl the remaining 
prorel1y of the Debtor's bankruptcy c~!ute i.!nd that there is no equity in 
'aid jCToptrty for the b.:ncfit of un~ecurcJ L'rcdihirs, Upon the Effective 
D:lt.: of the :\grcement, except for the festne5 ~t.'t fonh in paragraph 2 of 
this ,\greemcnt, any and all property of the Debtor's bankruptcy t'state of 
;:ny kind \\ hatsoe\ eL known and unknown. langibJe and intangible, 
ir;cluJing, rut nO! limi{l.':d to r(,:11 prop-:I1y cinduJing, but not limited to 
tbt r<:al prope11y set t",.mh in "Recital B" of Ihis Agreement), personal 
rrof..:rty (including, but not limited 10, the Debtor's interest in 
C0J1:::1ruction LLC), (;1l:5CS of action (including, but not limited to, claims 
l'r CJuses oLlCtion Zi.!;ainst Barney and including, but not limited to, the 
Olher Fr:wJuknt Tfar;sfer Actions, the Clah Fraudulent Transfer ;\uion 
,:r:d the Idaho Frcuduknt Transfer Action) 3DJ Zlccounts receivable 
lincluJjng~ but nol Emir.;d 10, !wtl'S or 3ccounts rc-cei\'able in Construction 
LLC). ~hall be deem,,'J arandoncd ,:l!1d no kngc:r property of the Debtor's 
rankn:ptcy CS1ate, anJ Cirazer shall be JCt'J1KJ to have relief from the slay 
iO l'ur~lle any and all 5t31-: ccurt fI.:m<.'J;cs ';l;;'-linSl the Debtor ilnd ~uch 
pup<.:ny, L'pen the I:tfcrti\c Date of this ,\:;r,,'ement, Grazer sbll be 
<:ntirkd to fully pUf)U': <.ill his rights <.lnJ d;~ims :!gainst the aforC~Jid 
j.~r()}'c'ny, \\hi,;:h rights and c1Jims .lrc 1;\1t ,:It;:r~'d, c;mendt:d or Jffc(~cd in 
.my '.\ay hy ihis :\~n:(m.;nt or by the tiling ufthe Debtor's Bar.k.ruptcy 
C,se. 
J<di.:[Frn!1:L~!:i.Y.:Yr.('mILll1tluh:nI Tr;;J>:t'cr ,\clii'IlS. Cpon the EtJ;':(tive 
D;Jtc, the Trusle~ .-:hall Jisclaim :my imcr(st in any and all fwuLiuknt 
]0 
:r:Jnsfer actions, ].;.no\\-n and unkno\\n, and Grazer shall be deemed to have 
rdid from the ~tay to pursue said frauduknttransfer actions induding, but 
:lot limited 10, tho: l'tah Fr:.lUduJcnl Tr::msi-':r ;\ction, the IJaho Fraudulent 
Trdnsfer Action, and the Other Fraudulent Tr:.msfer Actions, and 311 such 
actions shall no longer be the propcny of the Debtor's bankruptcy estate. 
6, :\on-Di!'charl'C'3biliIV Claims. Upon the Effecthe Date, the Trllstee shall 
uismi::;s the non-Ji!'dwrgeabilily ;ldv~rsary proceeding (Adv, )la, 06-2-t-i9) 
;ikd by the Trustee. Dismissal oflhat adH:rsary proceeding shall in no 
\\ay affect or prt'judice the claims or ~'auses of action for denial of 
l1i~chaf!~e under II U.S,C. §§ 523 and 727 ~ct forth by Grazer against the 
Debtor in Adn:rsary Proceeding ;..Jo. 06-0241 L 
7. Preference /\ctions. TIle Trustee shall no,t pursue 3ctions under 11 U.S.c. 
§ 547. To the I!xtcnl Ih:lt the facts may give rise to a pn:ferenc~ action 
under ~tatc law or federal law (other than 11 V.S.c. § 547), then the 
Trustee disclaims any interesl in such claims; Grazer shall be deemed to 
have relief from the stay to pursue any preference claims under state law 
or federallav,: (other than I J U.S.C. § 547). 
s. Erf('ctj\'e Date and Distribmi(1ns 10 Grazer. Cpon the Effective Date, any 
funds (lfthe Debtor'S bllnkrupl\:y L'slate held by the Trustee or his 
rrote~si()nJls in exce~s of the ;1!110unt ,'ontain<:'d in the :\dminislrari \ie 
E:qccJise R.:sene ~nd the l:ns.:cured Creditcrs' Rcs('T\'c, as established 
undt.!r r::an.lgraph 2 of this .-\greemcnl. shall be distribUll'd to GruL::cr fOT 
fa} ilient on his secured claim. If ,dicT the Effe<:live Dale, ~ny surplus in 
the bnkruptcy ('stale abo\e that amount ne('dcd to t1d1y fund the re5CT\'CS 
in PaT:.Jgraph :2 shall be paid 10 Grazer. 
9. njqrihtJti(.'n In ('n~l'cun'd Creditors. Gr3z.::r shall hu\c 150 days from (hr;: 
Effective Dn(c 10 file an objcction 10 the dail11s of any or all unsecured 
cfl.?Gitors, induding, but nut limitl.'J 10 those set f0i1h in "Recital:--J" of this 
.\gn'..:mcnt. In the clicntll1at such claims are disallowed, Grazer shall be 
"mitkJ 10 di~tlibutilJn of un) JITI('unlS due Grna under the provisions of 
P:,r:1graph 2 \Jt'this :'\grccmcnr. Ifan unsecur.:d ciJim set fOi1h in "Re'ci131 
N" is not the subject of an objection \\ithin 1:0 C3)S of the Effective Dale 
l)fthis ,\gr-:cmcllt, thcn such (bim sh311 be JCc'med allo\\ed and such 
lTtJiwf ~hJfJ bt' cl1litkJ to be ra;J ,:.J1 the crcditnr's claim under the 
l=rO\i~ilH;S 01' Par3grJph 2 of this .\grccmcnr. rhe Trustee agrees not 10 
do~e the Gankruptcy case until all c!:Jims have reen finally :.dJo\\\:d or 
disallowed. 
J O. Rs:I,'."c of CL:iril~Q.Y __ 0r:l2"'I, J7\c.:pt as othef\\ ise expressly provided in 
Ihis .\';:~~'l;j~nt, upon the ErTe..:ti\c D:llC GrJza rekas(;'s ~lOy ;Jf1J Jll 
d:::il;;s ~:;;;jicsr the D~blOr's h.!nkrcIP:cy i:start', illduJing. but not Iimikd 
10, [11.:: I;::;ht 10 ass(;'rt a Jdici"I;':;Y cbil~l or ~lny all un'<c(ufcd claim 3gainsl 
II 
J1. 
thoe Debtor's hmkruptcy ~Sl:1tc; provided, ho\\c\ er, that Grazer shall have 
{he unconJitional and abolUlc right and to be arl<: to assert, pursue and 
pro~.:cute any JIld all daims ::md rights 0f any kind whatsoever against the 
Dcbtor in Gm.zcr's non-disch:.trgeability action against the Debtor and 
~ha!l h3\e the unconditional and abolu1e right to enforce and execute in 
lhe St:l.le Court Case ag:.linst the prcptrty abandon~d by the bankruptcy 
i:::wtc pursu~mt to Faragraph 4- of this AgT.:cment. Except as O1hen\ise 
\.·xpr.;:~~ly pn.J\ided in this :\greement, upon the Effective Date, Grazer 
n.lJ1h~T releases and forc\ er discharges the T ru~tee, artorneys, accountants 
and agents of the Trustee hom any iJnd cbin;s, counterclaims, cross-
(bims. :Ktion~, demands, liabilities :.ind r,:sponsibilitics of every kind and 
nature wh3tsol?va, whether kno\\n Of unkno\\ n, suspected or unsuspected, 
;l!'s..:ncd or unasscned, fixd or contingent, matUIi::d or unmatured, and 
\\hclhcr cxisling now or in the past. 
He lc:u!'e of C1ai ms bv the Tru~ll'e. Except as oth<::f\\ise expressly provided 
in this Agreement, upon the Effe-eti"c Date, the Trustee, on behalf of 
hjm~df and Debtor's b:.l.nkruptcy estate, r.crein releases and forever 
Jischarges Gr32,Cr u.nd Grazer' s succc~sors. a~signs. subsidiaries, nffiliales, 
rehlled entities, attt)lTIcys, nccountants :md agents, of and from any and all 
daims, counterclaims, cross-claims, ;xtions, demands, liabilities, and 
rcsroTlsibilitics of any kind in nature I\hJt~oe' cr, nhether known or 
unknown. ~u'5pelled l'r umuspected, <l.<snkd or unasserted, fixed or 
cuntir,genL ll1;Jlured or unmatured. :md whether existing now or in the 
pnst. 
1::. ,\mcndmcnt. This Agreement may n!..\( he modified, exct:pt by written 
instrument :,i",ncd by :.111 of the P3.l1ies. 
i:. R..:~en;HU.'..r! . .!iLRj . .;;b~. ~othing cor.t;lir~cd ht'rein ohJJI be deemed a \\3i\cr 
or release by ;]n), Part)' against any f":fson or entity, other than as against a 
P::lrty hereto :.lnd ether than as :Jgaif1!'t the perO'olls and entities affiliated 
\\ ilh :1 Party lhl.ll arC! iden1 i fi.:J in the rclC:;lS(;,S Jbove, \\ ith respect to any 
rights, chu~cs in ;,ction or claims that ~uch P:1l1y may have against any 
,,,her ~uch p:m.m or entity. GranT e:\pn:~:,ly rc~ervcs all claims, rights 
;;od causes of action of 3ny nature \\h;.H~o":\Cr known or unkno\vn, fixed 
ur contingent, Jgain:;l the Debtor, :md JIJ ~)Iher persons or entities not 
e:\prcssly rl!ka~cJ in puwgraph 10 Oilhis .\grccmcnt, including, but not 
limiled to, the cl;;ims and causes cf acti"11 ~.:t forth in the Complaint 
objecting to di.<cbrge of :\dYersary Prc'cl'~ding \!o. 06-02411 pending in 
this Bankruptcy ('2.se. This rcscn ati,'I1uf allc!:lims, rights and causes of 
;]I.:ticn of:.im n:..tturc \\ hatsoc\cr k.t10\\ 11 l'r l:l:known, fixed or continoent . '" , 
by (Jr;lze-I includc$ ;ifl)' and all claims. ri:,;hts and causes of 31.:tion of any 
I::iturc \\ 113tSO'::' I.'f kj~(l\\ nor unknt)\\I1. fj.\(d (lr contingent ngainst any 
j.'l'NJO or cnlily IlL;l c'pr('~sly n::ka~.::d in pragraph 10 vfthis .\grccmcnt. 
Such pcr~(>ns (of (I:li[i';:$ :..tg3inst \\ hom Gra:l.l.'r is rescn'ing any and all 
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-: :aims, rights :md CJuses of actions l,f :my n~ture \vhatsoever known or 
ur:kn0\\n, fi.\ed (lr cQnIin~..:nl, .l);3inst :nduJe. but are not limited to, 
cwJilOr5 llfrhe Debler or the Bankmptcy C;;:'e. Renae Carnon Ramey, 
B:iI11ey :md Bamey's family and other in5iders DfBamcy, the Debtor, the 
D..::I:::or'$ family, i"sid.;:rs of the Debtor, the children of the Debtor, J&1 
Li\c:;(ock, Candl Shaffer, G.S. Jones Construction, fnc., George Jones 
Ccnstruction, Cl~nstructjon LLC. \1ountain View ;l,partments of 
Parmington Jnd Linda Jones. \'othing coot3inc'd herein shall in any \\'3y 
alter, :liTec!, amend or change Grazer"s c!aim 3£ainst the Debtor or in any 
Jlt.:L J1Tcct, ur.lend orchcmge anyjt:dgment \\hich Grazer may have 
;i~:ji:1st the D.::btor Gr ;.my othc:r person llr cmity, ~othing contained herein 
shaJI in 3ny \\3) alter, -itfec!' :1l1ll'nd or \:h:mge Granr's right to execute in 
the State Court Cast! 3gainst the prnpt:rty J\;:lr.dcned by the bankruptcy 
c~lJle pursuant 10 paragrJph 4 of this Agreement. 
14. ~o Ink'nJ",d Third-rimv Bendiciarit's. Tlicre Jfc no intended third-p3Ity 
bcnefici;'Hlcs of this Agreement. 
15. ,\ttome\s' FfCS :wd C'1~lS, "llle Trustcc's ;,t!orncys' fees and other costs 
im:urrr.:d in ncgoti<l{ing, ~xecutjng, ubt;;!ining appro\ al of this Agreement 
JnJ implcmc:r;ting this Agreement shall be incluJed in the Administrative 
E,!,cl1sC R"'~cne set forth in pclfJgraph ~ of this A.greement and shall be 
F:lid therefrom i(the Bankruptcy Court aIJo\\$ such fees and costs as an 
:iGminislralive claim (\\ ith such fces and costs being limitL:d as set forth in 
F'<.mgraph 2 of this ;\g.recment). Grazer ~halJ bear his o\.\n attorneys' fees 
;"lld (usts, Hu\\..:\ <;:r, ifkg31Jy permis:;ible, Grazer resents the right to 
"cd to his claim and to seek an <lugmemalion of the judgment in state court 
l~lr :he Jnorneys' (cC's and CC~lS inculT('d in conjunction \\ith this 
.\~recm('nt :ind with dealing \\ilh i.iJl i~sut:s thar arose b~c;}use of the 
O-::bror·s (jling of his Bankruptcy C"se. 
J 6. B_;1l}kj"l.!l'.l.CV ("~llJrt ''\PJ:1!..o..::i!l. The Panics 3cknowledge that this 
:\;,;n:<:m<:nt is >uhject 10 notice to cr.:Ji1.Ors in the Debtor's Bankruptcy 
Case :md ~lj:pro\ 31 of the Bankruptcy C\)urt. Within ttn (10) days of the 
hte of the ewclltion of this Agreement, the Trustee shalI cause to be 
Jr:lAcJ ~mJ jj1cd in the B3nkruplcy C,-,:-e :1 motion seeking T3ankruptcy 
CN!l1 :lppro\;tl uf this Agreement :inJ !he Trustee ;:hall set such motion for 
h':Jring as ~cun as possible. 
J 7. GO\ ('mine I,:'\\'. This :\::lreem(,111 ~iI1J ',he rights and obli,;:ltiens of {he 
Porties hcrcullJer sbll be COli5truc'd in ~lccordar;ce with 2nd go\crned by 
lhe inkrr.;~1 h\\<; Ilf IIJe StJte l)f t 'lah. (\c.:pt 1() the extent such laws are 
~uPers('dcd by 111e 13\\5 ufthe l':iitnj :-lutes of America, and, in such 
ills~:.in(cs" ;hc b\\~ uftht: l'nikJ S~;,lcS ~!-:ull b~ controlling. 
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l1f rights as s~t funh in paragraph 13 of this Agreement, this Agreement is 
binding upon and shall inure to the Qcndit of the Panies and their 
re$pe~ti\r:: heirs, 5UC(t'ssors, :l5signs. sub::idiaries, affiliates, related 
entities, officers, dirt'clOrs, employees, agents, attorneys and 
rC'pr~5en(atj\"cs, ~'ubrogees, and 10 311 persons or entities claiming by, 
through or under them, ;m:Juding :my successor trustee for the Debtor's 
bC:J1kruptc:, estate, and the Debtor. [his .\grcemem is tully integrated and 
reprcs.'nts ,he entire undr::rstanding between the Panies, and There are no 
\\ ritlen or oral agreements h:l\wcn them \\ hich are not set forth herein. 
\lone of the provisions of this Agreemt.'nl may be changed, discharged or 
terminated orJlly and may be mnJifit.'d or a.mended. Likewise, the rights 
a\ailabl!;! to each of the Panies under this Agreement cannot be waived or 
released orally, and may be \\ai\i:,d or released only by an instrument, in 
\\fiting, signed by the Pany \\hose rights will be diminished or adversely 
JfTected by the wah'er. 
J 9. :'\0 A dmissions. This :\grcemi.'nt has been drafted for settkment purposes 
only. ~othing in this Agreement, including the Rccitals set forth herein, 
::hall he deemed an admission of Jaw or fact by any Party for any purpose, 
l,ther than the $CI11em..:nt contempbkd in Ihis Agreement. lfthis 
.-\~r('emcnt is not <::ppro\'cd by the B:mkruptcy Court, it shall he null and 
\oid. and thereafter this :\grceJ11c-nt may not he u~('d by any Pan)" for any 
purpose. 
:0. . \d\ icc of C()un~el. Each PErt)' ackno\\kdgL'S t]);.11 it has been represented 
by counsc:J in the n..:-gotiation ;}nd pr<:paratiol1 Oflhis Agreement and that 
ouch P;my (nnd, if applicnbJe-, such Pany's (,()\In~d) have participated in 
;:cd l'Cntributcd ro d~::ftil1g of this i\gfl.'uli(nt. Accordingly, Di:ilher lhis 
.\~rl'ement, nor any portion hereof, n::ly be con~trued against any of the 
Partics 011 the basis tli:!1 such PClrty or ~lH.:h Pany's counsel was the drafta 
hereof. 
11, C..,r,:.:lmction. '[he h,·;.;Jings <iTe for reJt:n:ncc al~d convenience only <1nd 




. \ lllb()riJ8t ion. The pt.Tsons ,:\ccut ing til is .\gr.cement on behalf of a P,my 
J~('r(·by represent and \\arral11 thaI rhey are duly :Jurhorized and empowered 
III exeClJte the same. :hal they h:l\c c:w:ll.dly rc:d this Agn:emcnt. ;.tnd that 
this .\gr(ement reprl'~:Cl1ts a bindilJg ~nd ,,'nfurt'cJble obligation of such 
[';irty. Each Pany rern:~;::nts and \\arrants tl,,:.;t they have nut j,,~igncd .my 
ufthe cLiims b~ing rdc:.lsc-d unJ.;::r this .\gr.::ern(;"nt. 
:'::;.'lJnJU(C'J1wnt. ll.;:: P.:.ni..:s rcprest:nt. \\",rr:,jJl J.iid :Jgrc¢ that upun 
,'xl'curing and cnkril1g :Ii!O this .\grl,(,lT1Cnr. !hey, and each l)fth':J11. :Ire 
c.'1 rd~ ing upon :md h;n e no! relied upr·n any representation, promi:;c or 
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~lat~mcnl n1Jde by dnyone which is nOl rccit('d, ..:ontained or embodied in 
this Agre~ment. 
:-l. [nUI}I:;>rpar1j. This .... greement may Ix cwcuted in counterparts, ('ach of 
\\hich shall be deemed an origir.aJ, :lnd all such counterparts shall 
constitute one J.nd the ~amC' Agrc-cmenl. FJcsimile signatures shall have 
the ~3me force and dYec! as original signatures. 
I~ \\Tf'..:ESS \\'HEREOF, the parties have each (':,\ccutcd this Agreement as of 
the Jalt first set forth above. 
By: 
(J,\RY E. JU3BER. Trusll'e tJfrne Chapter 7 Bankruptcy 
Estale of Gt1fdon A. JlHiCS, d,h'a J&J Livestock, tibia 
Gordon Jones Construction, LC. 
.\LLEN F. GRA.lER 
J 5 
statement made by anyooe ,,+.Jcb is not rccited, contAined Of embodied in 
this Agrc:etnent 
24. Countemaru. This Agreement may be eJ(ecllted in coumerparts. each of 
\\.mch sh.a11 be deemed an original, and all ~uch CO\lD.terpar.s shall 
constitute one and the same Agreement. Facsimile signatures shall have 
the same fOlce and effect as original 5ign.atureS. 
TN \V1ThcSS WHEREOF. the parJe! r..ave each executed this Agn:ernent as of 
the date fir~t set forth above. 
By: 
GAR Y E. Jl.JBEER, Tru..<;1ee of the Chapter 1 Bankruptcy 
E~tate of Gordon A. Jones, d:b!a J&J Livestock., d/b/a 
Gordon Jones Construction:, L.c. 
C.-ary E. lubber, Trustee 
FABIAN &: ClEND@li1N 
215 South State Street. 12th Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Tdepbone: (80l) 531-8900 
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Form RAB18 (Official Fonn 18)( 10/05) 
United States Bankruptcy Court 
District of Utah 
C$e No. 06-Z1'1:77 
Cbaprer7 
In re: Debror(s) (name(s) used by £he debtor(s) in the last 8 years, including married, maiden, trade, and address): 
Gordon A. Jones 
dba Gordon A. Jones d/b/a J & J Livestock. 
dba Gordon Jones Construction, L.c. 
235 West 1400 North 
Bountiful, UT 84010 
U.S.A. 
Social Security No.: 
Employer's Tax I.D. No.: 
Petition date: 4/18/06 
DISCHARGE OF DEBTOR 
It appearing that the debtor is entitled to a discharge, 
IT IS ORDERED: 
'}be debtor is granted a discharge under section 727 of title iI, United States Code, (the Bankruptcy Code). 
BY THE COURT 
Dated: laOlO9 Juditb A. Boulden 
United States Bankruptcy Judge 
SEE THE BACK OF THIS ORDER FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION. 
035 
FORM RAE 18 continued (10105) 
EXPLANA 'fION OF BANKRUPTCY DISCHARGE 
IN A CHAPTER 7 CASE 
This court order grants a discharge to the person named as the debtor. It is not a dismissal of the case and it 
does not determine how much money, if any, the trustee will pay to creditors. 
CQllection of Oiscbaw;d Debts Probibited 
The discharge prohibits any attempt to collect from the debtor a debt that has been discharged. For example. a 
creditor is not permitted to contact a debtor by mail, phone, or otherwise, to file or continue a lawsuit. to attach wages 
or other property, or to take any other action to collect a discharged debt from the debtor. [In a case involving 
community property: There are also special rules that protect certain community property owned by the debtor's 
spouse, even if that spouse did not me a bankruptcy case.} A creditor who violates this order can be required to pay 
damages and attorney's fees to the debtor. 
However, a creditor may have the right to enforce a valid lien. such as a mortgage or security interest, against 
the debtor's property after the bankruptcy, if that lien was not avoided or eliminated in the bankruprcy case. Also, a 
debtor may voluntarily pay any debt that has been discharged. 
Debts That are Discbmed 
The chapter 7 discharge order eliminates a debtor's legal obligation to pay a debt that is discharged. Most, but 
not all. types of debts are discharged if the debt existed on the date the bankruptcy case was filed. (If this case was 
begun under a different chapter of the Bankruptcy Code and converted to chapter 7. the discharge applies to debts 
owed when the bankruptcy case was converted.) 
Debts that are Not Discharud. 
Some of the common types of debts which are llQ1 discharged in a chapter 7 bankruptcy case are: 
a. Debts for most taxes; 
b. Debts incurred to pay nondischargeable taxes (applies to cases filed on or after 10/1712005); 
c. Debts that are domestic support obligations; 
d. Debts for most student loans; 
e. Debts for most fines. penalties. forfeitures, or criminal restitution obligations; 
f. Debts for personal injuries or death caused by the debtor's operation of a motor vehicle. vessel. or aircraft 
while intoxicated; 
g. Some debts which were not properly listed by the debtor; 
h. Debts that the bankruptcy court specifically has decided or will decide in this bankruptcy case are nor 
discharged; 
i. Debts for which the debtor has given up the discharge protections by signing a reaffirmation agreement in 
compliance with the Bankruptcy Code requirements for reaffirmation of debts. 
j. Debts owed to certain pension, profit sharing, stock bonus. other retirement plans, or to the I1rriJr Savings 
Plan for federal employees for certain types of loans from these plans (applies to cases filed on or after 
10/17/2005). 
This infonnation is only a general summary of the bankruptcy discharge. There are exceptions to these 
general rules. Because the law is complicated, you may want to consult an attorney to determine the exact 
effect of the discharge in this case • 




SHAFFER LAW OFFICE 
CARVEL R. SHAFFER #2916 
DAVID J. SHAFFER #8077 
Attorney for Applicant 
Key Bank Building 
562 South Main Street 
Bountiful, Utah 84010 
(801) 299-9453 
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103700100 JONES,GORDON A 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UT All 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES 
Deceased. 
APPLICATION FOR INFORMAL 
APPOINTMENT OF PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Probate No. f c j 7 COl CO 
APPLICANT GORDON A. JONES, by and through his attorney, Carvel R. 
Shaffer, under the provisions of Section 75-3-301, Utah Code Annotated, 1953 Amended, 
petitions the Court as follows: 
1. AppJi~antGordon A. Jones is the surviving HUSBAND of the decedent 
and is named the Personal Representative in the decedent's will dated October 19,2004 and 
therefore is entitled to be appointed as the Personal Representative of the estate. A copy of the 
will is attached hereto, incorporated by reference and marked Exhibit A. 
2. The decedent, LINDA G. JONES, was born on  and died 
on February 19, 2010, in Provo, Utah. 
3. Venue is proper because at the time of death, decedent was domiciled in 
Davis County, State of Utah. 
NO~ro COUl'·U1Q··rv Wt-"Urv ..... Ul--
,. , 
4. The names and addresses of the heirs and devisees of decedent (all of 
which are over the age of twenty-one years) are: 
NAME ADDRESS 
GORDON A. JONES 235 West 1400 North, Bountiful, UT 84010 
SCOITJONES 400 West 100 South, Bountiful, Utah 84010 
CHERYLGUDMVNDSON 59 West 1530 South, Orem, Utah 84058 
JASON JONES 3369 North Westside Highway, Clifton 10 83228 
5. No Personal Representative, Executor or Administrator has been appointed 
in the State of Utah or elsewhere. 
6. Applicant has neither received, nor is aware of any demand for notice of 
any probate or appointment proceeding concerning the decedent that may have been filed in the 
State of Utah or elsewhere. 
7. The time limit (three years subsequent to date of death) for informal 
probate and appointment has not expired. 
8. Pursuant to the Personal Representative paragraph of Decedent's Last Will 
and Testament, Decedent nominated and appointed Applicant to act as Personal Representative 
without bond upon her demise. 
9. The Applicant, to the best of his knowledge, information and belief, 
believes the Will to be validly executed. 
2 
10. 
~a l.~R::t1l ~ 
4,6/Z919 19:39:97 AKZe94 
After the exercise of reasonable diligence, the Applicant is unaware of any 
instrument revoking the Will and the Applicant believes that the instrument which is the subject 
of this Application is the Decedent's Last Will and Testament. 
11. The Will, which accompanies this Application as Exhibit A, is a valid and 
effective Will, having been executed on October 19,2004, by Linda G. Jones. 
12. That Linda Ann Garfield Jones as named in the Certificate of Death 
attached hereto and incorporated by reference as Exhibit B, is one and the same person as that 
certain Lin October 19,2004 Linda G. Jones who executed the Last Will and Testament which is 
the subject of this probate. 
13. The Will of Linda G. Jones specifically states that no bond shall be 
required. 
WHEREFORE, Applicant requests the following: 
1. Notice be given to all heirs and issues of Decedent as named herein, unless 
otherwise waived the notice requirement, and any and all other parties entitled to receive notice. 
2. Gordon A. Jones be appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of 
Decedent, Linda G. Jones to act without bond. 
3. Upon qualification and acceptance, Letters of Testamentary be issued. 




STATE OF UTAH 
: 55: 
COUNTY OF DAVIS 
Gordon A. Jones, being first duly sworn upon his oath, deposes and says: 
That he is the Applicant in the above-entitled matter, has read the foregoing 
Application, and knows the contents thereof, and states that the same are true of his own 
knowledge, except as to those matters therein stated upon information and belief, and as to those 
matters, he believes them to be true. 
DATED this a.- day of ~ ,2010. 
On the 1l day of ~ , 2010 personally appeared before me 





DAVID J. SHAFfER 
Notary Pubflc 
State of Utah 
My Commlaslon Expire. 05lt2l201() 
2141 n W. BountIfUl. UT 84410 
EXHIBIT A 
Last Will and Testament 
of 
Linda G. Jones 
NNOX'O COl!t··lnO··1\) OI-lON ......... :1\ ...... 
I, LINDA G. JONES, a resident of Davis County, State of Utah, being of sound 
and disposing mind and memory and free from all menace, fraud, duress, undue influence or 
restraint whatsoever, do hereby make, publish and declare this to be my Last Will and Testament 
in the manner and fonn following: 
PRlOR WILLS. I hereby revoke any and all other wills which I have previously 
made. 
SCOPE OF WILL. Except as expressly provided in this Will, I declare that I have 
intentionally omitted to provide herein for my heirs living at the time of my death. 
MARRIAGE AND F AMTI.., Y. I declare that J am the wife of GORDON 
ANDREW JONES and we are the parents of three children. Their names are as follows: 
CHERYL GUDMUNDSON, SCOTT JONES and JASON JONES. 
DEBTS AND ESTATE EXPENSES. I direct that all of my debts and valid 
claims, all expenses of my last illness and burial and all costs and expenses in connection with 
the probate and distribution of my estate be paid as soon after my death as may be reasonably 
convenient out of my estate. I hereby authorize my Personal Representative as hereinafter 
appointed to settle and discharge any claims against my estate in his or her absolute discretion. 
APPOINTMENT OF PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE. I hereby appoint my 
husband, GORDON A. JONES, as Personal Representative of this my Last Will and Testament, 
Page 1 
LINDA G. JONES 
and in the event he predeceases me or otherwise fails to act, I appoint CHERYL . 
GUDMUNDSON, SCOTT JONES and JASON JONES as Co-Personal Representatives of 
this my Last Will and Testament, and direct that no bond be required of my Personal 
Representative Wlder this my Last Will and Testament in any jurisdiction. 
BEQUEST OF PERSONAL EFFECTS. Such articles of personal or household 
use or ornament, automobiles, objects of art, personal files and records. and all other tangible 
personal property of a non-income producing character as I may own at my death and all my 
Wlexpired insurance thereof, I give to my husband, ifhe survives me, or ifmy husband does not 
survive me, to my children who survive me in shares of substantially equal value and by right of 
representation to the issue of any deceased children. 
BEQUEST OF ESTATE. The residue of property owned by me at my death, 
including all property, real, personal and mixed, of every name and nature and wheresoever 
situated, I give, devise and bequeath to THE GORDON A. AND LINDA G. JONES FAMILY 
TRUST dated 16-1'1- ;2c.>o 'I signed by myself and my husband as Grantors, to be held for 
the purposes and distributed as therein provided, and also in accordance with any amendments to 
said Trust made prior to my death. It is my intention that said Trust be administered free from 
the continuing control of the court having jurisdiction afthe settlement of my estate; provided, 
however, this sentence shall not limit the power of a trustee to take action for the judicial 
settlement of its account or for the power of any beneficiary to bring suit for an accounting. 
If for any reason, property may not pass by way of or through the before-
mentioned Trust, then all of the provisions of the Trust, herein before mentioned, are specifically 
Page 2 
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made a part of this Will by reference and all properties held, administered and distributed 
pursuant to the terms thereof and the Personal Representative andlor ExecutorfExecutrix will 
assume and perform all ofthe duties of the Trustee. 
It is my intention to have in existence at the time of my death a separate writing 
PllrSlU!nt to §75-2-513 of the Utah Uniform Probate Code which will direct the disposition of all 
or SOIl1e of my items oftangibJe persona) property, which may include, while not being limited 
to, items of personal or household use or ornament, automobiles, objects of art, personal files and 
records and other items of a non-income producing nature (including all unexpired insurance 
thereon). If such writing is not in existence at the time of my death, or to the extent that such 
writing does not provide for the disposition of all of my tangible personal property, then, such 
items of my tangibJe personal property not so disposed of! give to my children who survive me 
in shares of substantially equal value. 
SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this, my Last Will and Testament, shall be 
unenforceable, the remaining portion shall, nevertheless, be carried into effect. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,!. LINDA G. JONES, Testatrix, sign my name to this 
instrument this I Cj day of e;d , 2004, and being first duly sworn under oath do 
hereby declare to the undersigned authority that I sign and execute this instrument as my Last 
Will and Testament and that I sign it willingly, that I execute it as my free and voluntary act for 
the purposes expressed in it, that I am eighteen years of age or older, of sound mind and under no 
constraint or undue influence. 
LINDA G. JONESJ 
Page 3 
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WE, THE WITNESSES, CAR VEL R. SHAFFER and Vt~ J o. SLc..r/:W ' 
sign our names to this instnunent, being first duly sworn and do hereby declare to the 
undersigned authority that the Testatrix signs and executes this instrument as her Last Will and 
Testament, and that she signs it willingly and that each ofus in the presence and hearing of the 
Testatrix and of each other hereby signs and executes this Will as witness to the Testatrix's 
signing, and that to the best of our knowledge, the Testatrix is eighteen years f age or older, of 
sound mind and under no constraint or undue influence. 
STATE OF UTAH 
: S5 : 
COUNTY OF DAVIS 
On the a day of C(':+tl;E..l~ ,2004, personally appeared before me 
CARVEL R. SHAFFER and i:hv- d T, 5'L,.J?c , the Witnesses, who duly 
acknowledged they are the signers of the foregoing Will. 
(8 . . -. " ... ' 
NOTARY Il'UaUC 
CATtfY .. ALDER 
535 So. 'Mn08ar Court 
c..rntef ...... ....., 801014 ' 
Wy~expires 
FIItIn.cery to. 2QO!5 
STATe OF UTAH 
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EXHIBITB 
CERTIFICATE OF DEATH 
Slate File NLJmbec 2010002204 
linda Ann Garfield Jones 
DECEDENT IN FORMA nON I 
Dale 01 Death: 
C,ty of Death: 
.A.ge: 
Place of Bitth: 
Armed SefV~: 
Spouse', Name: 
F ellfuary 18, 2010 ' . ' TIme of Death: 
Provo County of De6th: 
sa Date of Birth: 
PJYson, Ulah Sex: . 
No, Marltal Status: 









FacilIty Of Address: 
Banking Education: 
Bountiful, Utah Falt1er's Name' 
Rulh Irene Kay Fsality Type: 
High School Q( GED 
Thomas Leonard Garfield 
Hospital ER 
UI.;lh VaHey Re<Jional Medical Cenlei' 
/ 
INFORMANT INFORMA no,., 
Name: Cheryl Gudmurxlson Relationship: 
Mailing Addle": 59 West 1530 South, Orem, Ulah 84053 . 
Daughter 
DISPOSfTlON INFORMA noN 
Method of Disposi1lon: 8uriat 
Place 01 Disposition: VU1e Bluff Cemetery, NephJ, Ulah 
Date of Disposition: February 26, 2010 
FUNERAL HOME INFORMA noN 
Funeral Home: Russon Brothers Mortua/y - BountifUl 
Address: 295 North MaIO Street, Boul1tiful, Ulah 84010 
FuneraIOirec1or: Brene C Russon 
/ 
MEDICAL CERnF1CAnON 
Certifying Phys.dan: Chad Swanson MD, 1034 North 500 West. Provo (Ulah), Ulah 84604 
CAUSE OF DEA TH 
Tr;]umatic Arrest 
Closed head ifliufy, ned injury 
Motor vehide aeadenl 
Motor vehicle crash 
Tobacco Usa: Unknown If User 
MediCll/ E,laminer Contacted: No Autopsy Pl?fformed: No Manner of Dealh- Accident 
INJURY INFORMA nON 
D<Jle o l lf1Ju/Y : 
Injury at 'tlor'lt.:. 
L=!ion of Inp;fy. , 
How In lury Occurred; 
Molor Veh icle Accident· 
February 16.2010 Time 01 Injury: 
'jo Place o{ InjUfY: 
... lile mar!ter 284 5_ Provo, Ulah _ 
E i~eU from high ~peed motor vehide etash 
Drwel -
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
GORDON A. JONES; LINDA G. JONES; 
JASON JONES, J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, 
a Utah Limited Liability Company; and 
JOHN DOES 1-10, 
Defendants. 
Case No: CV-2005-183 
ORDER VACATING TRIAL 
Based upon the pleadings filed by counsel the Court shall take this matter under advisement 
and VACATE the ilial currently set for March 29, 201l. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED: FebllJary 16, 2011 
Cl1scNo.: CV-2005-183 




02/15/2011 15:25 2082357418 JUDGe.. NYe.. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
T HEREBY CERTIFY that 011 the 16th day of Febnlary, 2011, I served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoi ng document upon eac11 onhe following individual s in tlle manner indicated. 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Margaret H. 01S011 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, DI 84111 
Lane V. Erickson 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE, BAILEY 
PO BOX 1391 
Pocatello,ID 83204-1391 
Case No.: CV·2005·183 
ORDER VACATING TRIAL· 2 
Faxed to: (801) 519-2999 
Faxed to: 232-6109 
V '\ 
j I I 'i 
] C IL L/ 
Linda Hampton, Deputy Cl~rk 
i 1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTR1CT IN AND 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
ALLEN F, GRAZER, 
Plaintiff, 
Vs, 
GORDON A. JONES; LINDA G, JONES; 
JASON JONES, ]&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, 
a Utah Limited Liability Company; and 
JOHN DOES ]~lO) 
Defendants. 
Case No: cv -2005~ 183 
ORDER VACATING TRIAL 
Based \lpOtJ 1110 pleadings filed by counsel the Court shall take this matter nuder advisement 
and VACATE the l1ial currently set for March 29; 2011. 
It JS SO ORDERED. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND 
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, 
Plaintiff, 
Y3. 
GORDON A. JONES; LJNDA G. JONES; 
JASON JONES, J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC j 
a Utah Limite:d Liability Company; and 
JOHN DOES j ~lO, 
Case No: CV~2005~183 
ORDER VACATING TRIAL 
Defend8nts. 
------------------~ ------~. 
Based upon tho pleadillgsfiled by counsel the Court shall take this matter under advisement 
tulll VACATE the trial currently set for March29~ 2011. 
IrIS SO ORDERED. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C01JNTY OF FRANKLIN 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 









Repre5entative of THE ESTATE OF ) 
LINDA G. JONES, deceased; J&J ) 
LIVESTOCK, LLC, A Utah limited liability ) 





Case No. CV-05-1S3 
NOTICE OF TAKING 
SUMMARY JUDGl\'IENT 
UNDER ADVISEMENT 
Both parties have filed summary judgment motions in this case and have waived oral 
argument on those motions. This case involves a court trial without a jury. Trial is set to begin on 
March 29, 2011. Pursuant to agreem.ent of the parliesin a te.lephonic status conference, thc trial is 
vacated. The Court vviil issue a decision on the pending summary judgment motions. If a trial is 
still necessary after the surrunary judgment decision is rendered, the Court will hold another 
Case No. CV-05-183 
NOTICE OF TAKING SUMMARY JUDGMENT UNDER ADVISEMENT 
Page 1 
telephonic staiLl$ conference to schedule a new trial date. 
Plaintiff filed his sWJl,mary judgmel1t motion on or about February 10,2011, with the Court 
in Franklin County. Defendants filed their summary judgment motion on February 11, 2011, with 
the Court i.n Franklin COWlty. Copies were received by the Judge in his resident chambers in 
Bannock County on February 21, 2011, and the summary jUdgment motions are deemed pending 
and w1der advisement as of February 21,2011. 
DATED Febn18ty 23, 20 11. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MATLING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the .J3 day of February, 2011, I served a true and correct copy ofthc 
forcgoil1g document upon each of the fol1ovving individuals in the manner indicated. 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Marg8Tet H. Olson 
HOBB & OLSON, L.c. 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Lane V. Erickson 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204- J 391 
DATED this )3 day of Fcbruary, 2011. 
Case No. CV-05-183 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( ) Hand Delivery 
.V{Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail 
( ) Ovemight Delivery 
( ) Hand Delivery 
yJ'F acsimile 
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Lane V. Erickson (ISB#: 5979) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, 
BUDGE & BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
Telephone: (208)232-6101 
Fax: (208)232-6109 
Attorney for Defendant Gordon A. Jones 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, Personal Representative of 
the ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, deceased; 
J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah limited liability 
company, and John Does, 1-10, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-05-183 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND FOR 
ISSUANCE OF WRIT OF 
EXECUTION 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, Personal Representative of the ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, 
deceased, (hereafter collectively referred to herein as "Jones") by and through it's attorney of 
record, Lane V. Erickson, and pursuant to the Court's Minute Entry and Order dated January 13, 
2011, and Rule 56 of the LR.C.P., hereby enters Defendants' Response to Plaintiff's Motion for 
Summary Judgment and for Issuance of Writ of Execution dated, February 10,2011. 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND 
FOR ISSUANCE OF VlRIT OF EXECUTION 
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PROCEDURE AND BACKGROUND OF CASE 
In a pre-trial hearing, the Court recognized that many, if not all of the issues present in 
this case might be resolved by the application of the law to facts which are not in dispute. 
For this reason, the Court entered its Minute Entry and Order dated January 13,2011, wherein 
the Court indicated that each party file its Pre-Trial Brief setting forth the undisputed facts and 
any applicable law. The Court stated it would treat said pleadings as Motions for Summary 
Judgment. Each party was granted two weeks in which to respond to the other party's Pre-Trial 
Brief after which the Court would take the matter under advisement to determine if any issues 
remained upon which a trial could proceed. 
This pleading is hereby submitted as Jones's Response to Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment and for Issuance of Writ of Execution which was dated, February 10, 2011 (hereafter 
"Response"). 
RELIEF SOUGHT BY DEFENDANTS 
The relief sought by Jones is set forth by Jones previously in its Pre-Trial Brief (Motion 
for Summary Judgment) filed with this Court on February 11, 2011. The remainder of this 
Response will set forth the legal reasons summary judgment should be granted in favor of Jones 
and this litigation should be dismissed in its entirety. 
UNDIPUSTED FACTS OF TIDS CASE 
The undisputed facts in this case corne from the pleadings on the record before this Court 
including Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint, the exhibits Plaintiff attached thereto, and 
Plaintiff s recently filed Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Motion for 
Summary Judgment and Issuance of Writ of Execution (hereafter "Plaintiffs Memorandum"). 
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Jones incorporates by reference herein as if set forth fully the undisputed facts set forth in 
its Motion for Summary Judgment paragraphs 1-21. Jones further incorporates by reference the 
facts set forth in paragraphs 9, 10, 11, and 13 of Plaintiffs Memorandum. 
APPLICATION OF LAW 
I. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Jones incorporates by reference herein its statement of the law for the applicable standard 
of review as set forth in its Motion for Summary Judgment. There are no facts that are disputed. 
All of the facts are admitted to by Plaintiff in its Second Amended Complaint and in its 
Memorandum. By application of the law to these undisputed facts, this Court should grant 
summary judgment in favour of Jones and dismiss this litigation. 
II. JONES'S PRIOR ARGUMENTS PRECLUDE ATTACHMENT OR EXECUTION 
Jones incorporates by reference as if set forth fully all of its arguments in its Motion for 
Summary Judgment. These arguments, in summary, are that by operation of Idaho law, 
Plaintiil's judgment lapsed, his judgment lien lapsed, and Plaintiff failed to execute upon the 
judgment within 5 years as required by applicable Idaho law. With no judgment or judgment 
lien existing in favor of Plaintiff, any attachment that may have at one time existed cannot now 
be enforced. For these same reasons, Plaintiff cannot now seek to obtain a writ of execution 
when there is no valid judgment under Idaho law upon which a writ of execution can be issued. 
Plaintiff argues that it is still allowed to execute upon any property held by Jones 
pursuant to Idaho law. (See Point I of Plaintiffs Argument page 6-7.) However, in making this 
argument, Plaintiff ignores the fact that he no longer holds any judgment or judgment lien. 
(See Motion for Surnmary Judgment.) When there is no judgment, there is no execution that can 
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occur. See I.C. §§ 11-101 and 105. As a result, based upon the law set forth in Jones' Motion 
for Summary Judgment, and the undisputed facts before this Court, the Plaintiff lost his Idaho 
judgment; he lost his judgment lien; and he lost his right to seek any sort of execution against 
any of Jones' property in Idaho including the Franklin property. Plaintiff cannot now come in 
and seek a wTit of execution by motion to this Court. Plaintiff failed to properly exercise its 
rights and now has lost those rights. (See Motion for Summary Judgment.) Additionally, due to 
the Discharge Order entered in the bankruptcy case, Plaintiff is now an unsecured creditor who 
cannot proceed any further against the Franklin propeliy. For these reasons, summary judgment 
should be granted in favor of Jones and this litigation should be dismissed. 
III. PLAINTIFF'S ALLEGED WRIT OF ATTACHMENT IS UNENFORCEABLE 
Additionally, Idaho's statutes concerning obtaining and maintaining writs of attaclunent 
as applied to the undisputed facts of this case invalidate the writ of attachment Plaintiff claims in 
his Memorandum to still hold. Each of the various statutes applicable to this analysis which 
invalidate any wTit of attachment claimed by Plaintiff will be discussed separately below for the 
convenience of the Court. 
A. Plaintiff Admits to Having a Judgment Lien Before a Writ of Attachment 
Plaintiffs attachment, if obtained after a judgment lien was obtained, is void from the 
beginning by operation of Idaho law. At any time a plaintiff can seek to have. the real property of 
a defendant attached as security for the satisfaction of any judgment that may be recovered 
where a contract is not secured by any lien upon the real property. I.C. § 8-501. The remedy by 
attachment is purely statutory and summary and a party must, in order to have the benefit of this 
statutory process, do everything required by the authorizing statutes. Heinrich v. Barlow, 87 
Idaho 72, 80, 390 P.2d 831, 836 (1964). if it has been secured, however inadequately, 
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attachment cannot issue unless such security has without any act of the plaintiff or the person to 
whom the security was issued, become valueless. Id., (Italics added). 
In the present case, Plaintiff has admitted that the original lawsuit was based upon the 
contract between Plaintiff and Jones where Jones acted as the general contractor and built a 
home for Plaintiff. (See Plaintiff s Second Amended Complaint page 4 paragraphs 18 and 19.) 
Plaintiff claims to have obtained a judgment lien from the Utah State court litigation by filing 
and recording a Notice of Filing Foreign Judgment on August 5, 2005, as Franklin County 
Recorder's Instrument No. 231394. (See Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint page 6 
paragraph 31.) Plaintiff further admits that this Court issued a Prejudgment Writ of Attachment 
and Injunction on August 22, 2005 some 17 days after Plaintiff alleges to have already obtained 
a lien. (See Plaintiffs Memorandum page 4 paragraph 13.) A copy of the recorded Prejudgment 
Writ of Attachment and Injunction is attached hereto as Exhibit "1". 
It is undisputed that the action was based upon contract, and that Plaintiff claims to have 
obtained a judgment lien against the Franklin property 17 days before the Prejudgment Writ of 
Attachment and Injunction was obtained and recorded. By operation of the law (I.C. 8-501), any 
\\ITit of attachment Plaintiff claims to have obtained was void because Plaintiff already claimed to 
have a lien against the Franklin property. Plaintiff did not comply with the statutes concerning 
obtaining a valid writ of attachment. For this reason, by Plaintiffs own admissions, Plaintiff 
cannot have ever had any valid writ of attachment. Plaintiffs argument to the contrary should be 
rejected and this litigation should be summarily dismissed in favor of Jones. 
B. Any Attachment is Lost if no Judgment Can be Obtained 
Additionally, even if Plaintiff did have a valid 'writ of attachment, such writ is lost if no 
judgment can be obtained by Plaintiff in the course of the litigation. According to Idaho law, the 
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property a person has that is subject to attachment includes "all property in this state ... if 
judgment be recovered, ... " I.e. § 8-505. If a judgment is recovered the property can be sold to 
satisfy the jUdgment and execution. I.e. § 8-505. If no judgment is possible then no attachment 
can occur, or if it has occurred, it is released. 
In the present case, Plaintiff lost both his judgment and his judgment lien by operation of 
Idaho law. (See Jones's Motion for Summary Judgment.) Plaintiff is now barred from obtaining 
any judgment in Idaho. (See Jones's Motion for Summary Judgment.) For this reason, no 
attachment can occur because there is no judgment that can ever support the attachment. If any 
attachment ever did exist, it must now be released by operation of law (see I.e. § 8-538) and this 
litigation should be summarily dismissed in favor of Jones. 
c. The Sheriff and not the Plaintiff Must Exercise a Writ of Attachment 
Furthermore, even if a valid judgment existed or could be obtained by Plaintiff, the 
original writ of attachment fails because it was not exercised by the sheriff. The statutory 
language concerning the exercising of a writ of attachment is plain. "The sher!ff to whom the 
\vrit is directed and delivered must execute the same without delay, ... as follows: 1. Real 
property standing upon the records of the county in the name of the defendant must be attached 
by filing with the recorder of the county a copy of the writ, ... " I.C. § 8-506 (Italics added). 
This section provides a mandatory procedure for levying on real property pursuant to a writ of 
execution and a writ of attachment. Fulton v. Duro, 107 Idaho 240, 242, 687 P.2d 1367, 1369 
(Ct. App. 1984), affd, 108 Idaho 392, 700 P.2d 14 (1985). There is no levy under a writ of 
attachment unless the acts required by statute are substantially performed. Id., 107 Idaho at 246, 
687 P.2d at 1373. 
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In the present case, it is clear that the sheriff did not exercise the Prejudgment Writ of 
Attachment and Injunction claimed by Plaintiff. A copy of the Prejudgment Writ of Attaclm1ent 
and Injunction is attached hereto as Exhibit "1". It states on its face that it was "recorded at the 
request of Hobbs & Olson, September 12, 2005, at 12:30 pm." Hobbs and Olson are the 
attorneys for the Plaintiff. There is no evidence that the Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and 
Injunction was ever delivered to the Franklin County Sheriff. Nor is there any evidence that it 
was the sheriff that exercised the writ by recording it. Because I.e. § 8-506 provides a 
"mandatory procedure for levying" (see Fulton, supra) and this mandatory procedure is that the 
"sheriff to whom the writ is directed and delivered must execute the same without delay" (see 
I.e. § 8-506), then if the Franklin County Sheriff was never involved in the process, there could 
have been no valid exercising of the Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction. 
The Plaintiff cannot take it upon himself to change the procedures set forth by statutory 
mandate. Nor can the Plaintiff choose to exercise for himself the powers the statutory mandate 
provides strictly to the sheriff. The failure of the Plaintiff to follow the statutory procedures 
invalidates any possible levying action of the Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction. 
Therefore, even if the Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction was ever validly issued 
and Plaintiff could show that he could at some point obtain a judgment in this litigation, 
Plaintiff s failure to follow the statutory procedures set forth above invalidates any writ of 
attachment Plaintiff could claim. As a result, this litigation should be summarily dismissed in 
favor of Jones. 
D. Any Writ of Attachment Plaintiff Had Expired Under Idaho Law 
Finally, assuming none of the above arguments existed, and even if Plaintiff had obtained 
a valid writ of attachment, it has now expired because Plaintiff did nothing to extend the writ. 
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"Whenever in any action, real estate has been levied upon under writs, either or attaclunent or of 
execution, such levy shall be a lien upon all real property for a period of two (2) years after the 
date of the levy ... " I.C. § 8-539. "At the expiration of two (2) years, the lien shall cease and 
any proceeding or proceedings against the property under the lien shall be barred;" I.e. § 8-539 
(Italics added). A party can file a motion to extend the time of the lien if it files a motion for an 
extension "not less than five (5) nor more than sixty (60) days before the expiration of said 
period of two (2) years from the date the original lien would expire," I.C. § 8-539. A party can 
keep such a lien alive indefinitely if it properly seeks extension in the manner prescribed. 
I.e. § 8-539. 
In the present case the facts are undisputed. Even assuming that a lien through levy was 
actually obtained by Plaintiff, this occurred on September 12, 2005, when it was recorded. 
(See the Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction attached hereto as Exhibit "1 ".) 
Plaintiff filed no pleadings, or motions or requests with this Court seeking an extension of such a 
lien at any time. (See Court Docket Report.) It has now been more than 5 years since Plaintiff 
recorded the Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction. (See the Prejudgment Writ of 
Attachment and Injunction attached hereto as Exhibit "1 ".) For these reasons, even if Plaintiff 
ever did have a lien through levy from the Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction, said 
lien and levy expired long ago. There is now no writ upon which Plaintiff can proceed. As a 
result, this litigation should be summarily dismissed in favor of Jones. 
IV. PLAINTIFF'S CLAIM THAT IDS TIME IS EXTENDED FAILS 
There is no agreement between the parties nor is there any applicable law, either state or 
federal, that extends the time for the Plaintiff to renew his judgment; to renew his judgment lien; 
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to renew his \\Tit of attachment; or to proceed with any execution in the present litigation. 
The sections below separately analyze each of these issues for the convenience of the Court. 
A. There is No Agreement for an Extension of Time 
The only agreement that exists between the parties concerning any writs or the like is the 
Stipulation for Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injlllction which was filed with the Court 
on July 28, 2005. A copy of the Stipulation for Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction 
is attached hereto as Exhibit "2". There is nothing in tllis document that provides an extension of 
time as to any deadline associated with Plaintiff's obtaining a writ. Because Jones never waived 
any of the deadlines associated with obtaining or maintaining a writ the only wayan extension 
could exist is if one is provided by either state or federal law. 
B. Applicable State Law Provides No Extension of Time for Plaintiff 
There is no applicable state law that provides an extension to the Plaintiff in these 
proceedings relative to renewing his judgment, or renewing his judgment lien, or extending the 
\wit of attachment or seeking any type or kind of execution. 
The only state law basis that Plaintiff pointed to in his Memorandum for an extension of 
time was I.C. § 5-234. However, this section simply does not apply to the present case. This 
section has notmng to with renewing a judgment, or renewing a judgment lien, or extending a 
writ of attachment or obtaining an execution. Idaho Code §§ 5-201 et seq., is the codification of 
the statutes of limitations in Idaho concerning the "commencement" of an action for various 
causes. The very first section of these statutes is entitled "Limitations in General" and states, 
"[ c ]ivil actions can only be commenced within the periods prescribed in this chapter after the 
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cause of action shall have accrued, except when, in special cases, a different limitation is 
prescribed by statute." See, I.e. § 5-201 (Italics added). Section 5-234 uses similar language 
stating, "[ w ]hen the commencement of an action is stayed by injunction or statutory prohibition 
the time of the continuance of the injunction or prohibition is not part of the time limited for the 
commencement of the action. I.C. § 5-234 (Italics added). In both of these statutory sections the 
term "commencement" means to begin or to start an action. Essentially if a party fails to begin 
or start a cause of action and then an injunction or statutory prohibition exists, then section 5-234 
might apply to allow a party to still begin a legal action once the injunction or statutory 
prohibition is removed. 
In the present case, however, there is no dispute that Plaintiff commenced (began or 
started) these proceedings on May 12, 2005, by filing this case. There is also no dispute that 
Plaintiff claims to have obtained a judgment and a judgment lien from the Utah State court 
litigation by filing and recording in Idaho a Notice of Filing Foreign Judgment on August 5, 
2005, as Franklin County Recorder's Instrument No. 231394. (See Plaintiff's Second Amended 
Complaint page 6 paragraph 31.) Plaintiff therefore "commenced" or began or started his causes 
of action long ago. He was not delayed nor was he stopped by any statute or injunction. 
Plaintiff provided no applicable state law or statute that would extend the time for him to 
renew his expired judgment, or renew his expired judgment lien. Nor has Plaintiff provided any 
applicable state law or statute that would allow him to now seek an extension on his expired \wit 
of attachment, if a valid writ ever existed. Finally, Plaintiff has failed to provide any applicable 
state law or statute that would allow him to seek an extension on his right to seek execution if 
such a right ever existed. 
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In summary, Plaintiff has provided no applicable state law or statute that this Court can 
look to as authority for Plaintiff to continue with these proceedings, because there is no state law 
that extends the time despite what Plaintiff claims. None of the applicable statutes including 
I.e. §§ 8-501 et seq., 10-1110 and 10-1111; or 11-101 and 105 provide for any such extension. 
Because there is no state statute or authority that extends any time to Plaintiff, this litigation 
should be summarily dismissed in favor of Jones. 
C. Applicable Bankruptcy Law Provides No Extension of Time for Plaintiff 
Additionally, there are no applicable federal or bankruptcy laws that provide any 
extensions of time to Plaintiff to prevent the dismissal of this litigation. Plaintiff, in his 
Memorandum, alludes to bankruptcy code 11 U.S.C. § 362 (which imposes the bankruptcy stay) 
as a basis for allowing him additional time to seek execution in the present litigation under 
I.C. §§ 11-101 and 105. It is anticipated that Plaintiff may make the same argument concerning 
a right to renew his expired judgment; a right to renew his expired judgment lien; and/or a right 
to enforce the writ of attachment he claims to hold. 
Plaintiffs reliance upon bankruptcy code 11 U.S.C. § 362 is either made in ignorance of 
bankruptcy law or is a deliberate attempt to either confuse or mislead this Court concerning the 
effect the bankruptcy has upon the present case. Jones provides this section of law to alleviate 
any concerns the Court may have on this issue. 
The correct section from the bankruptcy code declares that Plaintiff is entitled to NO 
extensions that would prevent the dismissal of this litigation. The applicable bankruptcy code is 
11 U.S.C. § 108(c). In summary, this section states in relevant part that in a situation where a 
civil action was filed before the bankruptcy, the party who filed the civil action gets one of two 
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rights as to an extension of time to do anything necessary to preserve the party's rights. First, the 
party gets to keep their original state court deadlines if these deadlines extend beyond the 
bankruptcy (see § I 08( c)(l »); or second, the party gets 30 additional days after the termination or 
expiration of the stay under section 362 if, and only if, their state court deadlines expire during 
the bankruptcy (see § 108(c)(2)). The bottom line in the present case is that there is no tolling of 
state court deadlines by the bankruptcy code as Plaintiff suggests. 
In support of this statement about the applicability of 11 U.S.c. § 108(c), and the 
enforceability of state court deadlines, Jones provides the following bankruptcy case annotations 
uniformly applying this section of the bankruptcy code as described: 
Where creditor's judgment lien against debtor expired by operation of law 
pursuant to state statute during pendency of bankruptcy proceeding, lapse of lien 
deprived creditor of right to enforce judgment, and thus any act required to renew 
judgment constituted continuation of civil action against debtor, and not merely 
maintenance of creditor's lien as trustee contended, and creditor was thus allowed 
extension of time to renew lien pursuant to 11 USCS § 108; however, because of 
bankruptcy court's prior denial of debtor's discharge, the automatic stay in 
debtor's case expired on August 2, 2002, creditor was thus required to renew 
judgment lien prior to September 1, 2002, [the 30 day extension] but because 
creditor did not renew the lien, the judgment became dormant on September 1, 
2002 and was administered as an unsecured claim. Wessinger v Raab, (In re 
Greenberg) (2002, BC SD Ga) 288 BR 612. 
Date for renewal of state court judgment assigned under state law applied, where 
it was the later of the two dates designated in 11 USCS § 1 08( c). Smith v Lachter 
(In re Smith) (2003, BAP9) 293 BR 220, 2003 CDOS 4258, 41 BCD 94, appeal 
after remand, remanded on other grounds (2006, BAP9) 352 BR 702. 
Because 11 USCS § 108 applies to determine renewal period of state-court 
judgment, state's courts will treat affidavit filed before the end of the extended 30 
day period under § 108 as timely because it served remedial purposes of Ariz. 
Rev. Stat. §§ 12-1551 and 12-1612. Lachter v Smith (In re Smith), (2004) 209 
Ariz 343,101 P3d 637, 441 Ariz Adv Rep 24. 
11 USCS § 1 08( c) extends creditor's right to bring action through pendency of 
debtor's bankruptcy case only for 30 days after automatic stay expires by 
operation of law or is lifted by Bankruptcy Court, but statute does not, in and of 
itself, suspend running of statute oflimitations; trustee's right to bring preference 
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action under Kentucky law, pursuant to 11 USCS § 544, expired 30 days after 
dismissal of Chapter 7 debtor's previous Chapter 11 petition where, by time of 
Chapter 7 filing, Kentucky statute of limitations had expired. In re Baird (1986, 
BC WD Ky) 63 BR 60,15 CBC2d 231. 
Where creditor is stayed from continuing action against debtor in bankruptcy, 
11 USCS § 1 08( c) gives creditor additional 30 days to enforce its claims against 
debtor once creditor receives notice of termination of stay. Hazen First State 
Bank v Speight, (1989, CA8 Ark) 888 F2d 574,19 BCD 1670. 
11 USCS § 1 08( c) does not provide for tolling of any externally imposed time 
bars, but rather, only calls for applicable time deadlines to be extended for 30 
days after termination of bankruptcy stay, if any such deadline would have fallen 
on earlier date; reference in § 1 08( c)(1) to "suspension" of time limits does not 
operate in itself to stop running of statute of limitations, but rather, this language 
merely incorporates suspensions for deadlines that are expressly provided in other 
federal or state statutes. Aslanidis v United States Lines, (1993, CA2 NY) 7 F3d 
1067, CCH Bankr L Rptr P 75484, 26 FR Serv 3d 1451. 
Creditor's security interest, perfected and valid at time of debtor's petition but due 
to lapse during pendency of proceedings, does not lapse where creditor fails to file 
continuation statement; rather, creditor's rights are preserved until the later of 
(1) the lapse of the financing statement under state law, or (2) 30 days after notice 
of lifting of automatic stay, as provided in 11 USCS § 1 08( c). In re Bond 
Enterprises. Inc., (1985, BC DC NM) 54 BR 366, CCH Bankr L Rptr P 70811. 
With the proper bankruptcy law before this Court the analysis of this matter is simple. 
In the present case, there is no dispute that Plaintiff claims to have obtained a judgment, 
and a judgment lien from the Utah State court litigation by filing and recording a Notice of Filing 
Foreign Judgment on August 5, 2005, as Franklin County Recorder's Instrument No. 231394. 
(See Plaintiff s Second Amended Complaint page 6 paragraph 31.) Plaintiff further claims that 
this Court issued a Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction on August 22, 2005. (See 
Plaintiff s Memorandum page 4 paragraph 13.) A copy of the Prejudgment Writ of Attachment 
and Injunction is attached hereto as Exhibit "1". 
It is also undisputed that on April 18, 2006, Defendant Gordon Jones filed a Chapter 7 
bankruptcy in Utah. Further, on January 31, 2007, the Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Trustee and 
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Plaintifl entered in a Settlement Agreement concerning among other things Plaintiff's litigation 
in Idaho against Jones for traudulent transfers. (See Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint 
paragraphs 35, 36, and 37 and Exhibit "G".) The Settlement Agreement states in pertinent part 
The Trustee stipulates and agrees that Grazer has a valid, enforceable security interest in 
the [therein described] property of Debtor's bankruptcy [including the Franklin 
Property]. . . . Grazer shall be deemed to have relief from the stay to pursue any and all 
state court remedies against the Debtor and such property. 
The Settlement Agreement further states that Plaintiff is entitled to fully pursue all his rights and 
claims against the aforesaid property, which rights and claims are not altered, amended or 
affected in any way by the Agreement or by the filing of the Jones's bankruptcy case. Further, 
the Settlement Agreement states that it is binding on Jones. (See Plaintiff's Second Amended 
Complaint paragraph 38,39, and 40 and Exhibit "G".) 
The Settlement Agreement was approved by the Bankruptcy Court in an Order dated 
April 19, 2007. (See Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint paragraph 41 and the "second" 
Exhibit "G".) The Order described above, indicates that by reason of the recording of the Notice 
of Foreign Judgment, and the Stipulation of the chapter 7 Trustee, Plaintiff had a security interest 
in all the remaining property of the estate including the Franklin Property and had stay relief to 
pursue those security interests. (See Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint paragraph 42 and 
the "second" Exhibit "G".) 
By operation of the undisputed facts above and I.e. §§ 10-1110 and 1111, and §§ 11-101 
and 105, any judgment, or judgment lien or right to execute upon a judgment held by Plaintiff 
began on August 5, 2005. Under these same provisions Plaintiff had 5 years upon which to 
renew any judgment, judgment lien or seek execution upon such a judgment. The 5 years ran on 
August 5, 2010. 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND 
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It is undisputed that Plaintiff received stay relief from the bankruptcy court on April 19, 
2007, when the Order was entered approving the above-described Stipulation. By operation of 
bankruptcy code 11 U.S.C. § I08(c) Plaintiffs state court rights to seek to renew any judgment, 
judgment lien or seek execution upon any judgment Plaintiff claimed to have obtained, were still 
alive and continued. These deadlines were not tolled nor were they extended. 
Plaintiff had over 3 years, from April 19,2007, (stay relief date) until August 5, 2010, 
(Idaho deadline date to renew or execute) in which to seek to renew his claimed judgment, 
judgment lien and to seek execution upon his claimed judgment. Because Plaintiff had time after 
the stay relief was granted to exercise his rights, he is just like those cases listed above where 
bankruptcy code § 1 08( c) provided no extensions. Plaintiff did nothing during those 3 years and 
has now lost the right to renew any judgment, judgment lien or seek execution upon any 
judgment Plaintiff claimed to have obtained. (See Jones's Motion for Summary Judgment.) 
The same is true of the Prejudgment Writ of Attachment and Injunction which Plaintiff 
claims to have obtained on August 22, 2005. Because Plaintiff received stay relief on April 19, 
2007, his right to seek a renewal of the two year lien created by the wTit of attachment, if any 
was ever obtained, was not altered. Plaintiff had 4 months, between April 19,2007, (stay relief 
date) and August 22, 2007, (deadline to extend writ of attachment) in which to exercise his state 
court right to seek the extension on his claimed writ of attachment. However, Plaintiff did 
nothing during those 4 months and as a result, Plaintiff has now lost the right to extend his 
claimed writ of attachment. 
The Order of Discharge entered in the bankruptcy proceedings, now prevents Plaintiff, 
who lost his security interest in the Franklin property, from doing anything further concerning 
the Franklin property. (See Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint page 8 paragraphs 43 and 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND 
FOR ISSUANCE OF WRlT OF EXECUTION 
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44.) For these reasons, Plaintiff has no causes of action remaining upon which it can seek any 
relief or upon which any trial can proceed. As a result, this litigation should be summarily 
dismissed in favor of Jones. 
CONCLUSION 
The wTit of attachment Plaintiff claims in its Memorandum was either invalid from the 
beginning or, if ever valid, has expired. There is no agreement for an extension nor is there any 
state or federal law that provides an extension of the time for Plaintiff to renew anything he 
claims to have held including his judgment, his judgment lien or any writ of attachment. 
Plaintiff also lost any opportunity he had to seek an execution. For these reasons, all of the 
causes of action contained in Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint fail. Because there are no 
valid causes of action remaining before this Court, this matter should be dismissed summarily in 
favor of Jones. 
DATED this .~ay of February, 2011. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
By: --""'.L---,,-d--,-1"-=-~ -,,--V_, ---"""C'--""-':A-~I? A-=-=u=<-~-,,=-----_ 
LANE V. ERICKSON 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the d-"~day of February, 2011, I caused a true, correct and 
complete copy of the foregoing document to be served by first class mail, upon the following, 
unless a different method of service is indicated: 
Margaret Olson 
Lincoln Hobbs 
HOBBS & OLSON, LC 
525 South 300 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
801 519-2999 Fax 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
LANE V. ERICKSON 
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IN THE: SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COUET 
IN AND FOR. FHANI\LIN COONTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. C;PAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
LINDA G. JONES! an inch vidual; 
J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability Company; and 
John Does 1-10, 
Defendants. 
PREJUDGMENT 
WRIT OF ATTACHMENT AND 
INJUNCTION 
Civil No. CV-2005-183 
Judge Don L. Harding 
This matter has come before the Court on Plaintiff Grazer's 
Application for Prejudgment Writ of Attachment. The Court, 
having received the Stipulation of the ies and considered 
the Application together with the Memorandum in Support of 
Application for Prejudgment Writ of Attachment, and the 
Affida"J'it of p.,llen F. Grazer in Support of Prejudc;rment Writ of 
Attachment, ha5 determined that the motion should be granted 
this 28 w day of July 2005 at 1:30 p.m. 
Prejudgment Writ of Attllchment 
-------
.. -------- .. -,"",-~--,,----fo 13 
F; 7/ elll 12: 31J F N. 
Based upon the foregoing and for other good cause shown, IT 
IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. This Writ of Attachment authorize5 the Sheriffs in and 
for franklin County. State of Idaho, ~o attach Gordon Jon~s' 
interest in over 200 acres of land in franklin County, Idaho and 
water shares. These parcels are identified as Parcel Nos. 
908.00, 908.01, and 915.00 with the following legal description: 
COMMENCING AT A POINT 53-3/4 RODS NORTH OF THE 
SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUI\RTER OF SECTION 
35, TOWNSH1P 14 SOIJ'TH, RANGE 38 EAST OF' THE BOISE 
MERIDIAN, FF~I\NKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO, AND RONNING THEHCE 
WEST 240 RODS. THENCE NORTH 53-3/4 RODS, THENCE EAST 
240 RODS; THENCE SOOTH 53-3/4 RODS TO THE PLACE OF 
BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND EESERVING A RIGHT-OF-W.r;.Y FOR ANY AND ALL 
IRRIC;ATION DITCHES AND CANAJJS r AND PUBLIC RO}\[JS NOv) 
EXI STING OR IN USE UPON AND l\CROSS SAl D PREtvlISES, J\ND 
EXCEPTING l\ND RESERVING THEREFRDtvl A ~JTRIP OF LAND 3 
RODS WIDE ALONG THE EAST SIDE Of THE ji,BOVE-DESCHIBED 
LAND. 
ALSO, THE SOUTH HA.LF OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, THE 
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, AND THS 
SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER Of SECTION 
34, TOWNSHIP 14 SOOTH, BANGE 38 EAST OF THE BOrSE 
l"lERIDIAN, fRANKLIN COONTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH 26 SHARES OF THE CAPITAL STOCK OF TWIN 
LARES CJI..NAL COl"l PAN Y . 
SUBJECT TO EASEMENTS, RESTRICTIONS, COVENANTS AND 
RIGHTS OF WAY APPEA.RING Of RECORD OR ENFORCEABLE IN 
LA~v OR EQU I TY . 




2. Per the stipulation of the parties, no security shall 
be required of the Plaintiff under I.C. 8-503. 
3. Defendants are hereby enjoined from further 
transferring or disposing of assets in the state of 
Idaho. 
4. The issue of attorneys fees is reserved for a later 
time. 
DATE:D th.1.s ))'J.:~ day of __ lfuJ~;) (' ___ , 2005. 
BY THE COUP.T: 
F. 
k-- :A -1~1_/ _ 
JUDGE HAKOING ~-
District Court Judge 
APPROVED AS 10 FORM s _.21fd.ay of July f 2005: 
BABCOCK, SCOTT & BABCOCK 
~~--E-'5-_q-.-.~------
Attorneys for Defendants 
3 - Prejudgment Writ of Anachment 
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FIL ED 
05 JUL 28 PH !2: 23 
V~~RGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
525 South 300 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY! STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
LIND.z\' G. JONES, an individual; 
J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability CompanYi and 
John Does 1-10, 
Defendants. 
STIPULATION FOR 
PREJUDGMENT WRIT of ATTACHMENT 
AND INJUNCTION 
Civil No. CV-2005-183 
Judge Don L. Harding 
PUrsuant to I.C. 55-916(b) and 8-501, et. seq., Allen F. 
Grazer, Gordon Jones, Linda Jones, and J&J Livestock, LLC, by 
and through counsel, hereby stipUlate to the following: 
1. To a Writ of Attachment authorizing the Sheriffs in and 
for Franklin County, State of. Idaho, to attach Gordon A. Jones' 
interest in over 200 acres of land and water shares in Franklin 
County, Idaho. These parcels are identified as Parcel Nos. 
908.00, 90S.01 r and 915.00 with the following legal description: 
I - Stipulation for Prejudgment Writ of Attachment 
FE 7/21]11/THU 11]:32 FAX No, p, 003 
COMMENCING AT A POINT 53-3/4 RODS NORTH OF THE SOUTHEAST CORNER 
OF THE SOUTHWEST QU}\RTER OF SECTION 35, TOWl'JSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 
38 EAST OF THE BOISE tVJERIDI}l..N, FR1\NKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO, AND 
RUNNING THENCE WEST 240 ROOSt THENCE NORTH 53-3/4 RODS, THENCE 
EAST 240 RODS; THENCE SOUTH 53-3/4 RODS TO THE PLACE OF 
BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RIGHT-OF-\fiAY FOR ANY AND ALL 
IRRIGATION DITCHES AND CANALS, AND PUBLIC ROADS NOW EXISTING OR 
IN USE UPON AND ACROSS SAID PREMISES, AND EXCEPTING AND 
RESERVING THEREFROM A STRIP OF LAND 3 RODS WIDE ALONG THE EAST 
SIDE OF THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED LAND. 
F~SO, THE SOUTH ~~LF OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, THE NORTHEAST 
QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, AND THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF 
THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 34/ TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 38 
EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH 36 S~~RES OF THE CAPITAL STOCK OF TWIN LAKES CANAL 
COMPA-NY. 
SUBJECT TO EASEMENTS, RESTRICTIONS, COVENANTS AND R!GHTS OF 
WAY APPEARING OF RECORD OR ENFORCEABLE, IN LAW OR EQUITY. 
2. No security shall be required of the Plaintiff under 
I.e. 8-503. 
3. The issue of attorneys fees is reserved for a later 
time. 
4. Defendants further stipulate that an order may enter 
enjoining them from further transferring or disposing assets in 
the State of Idaho. 
2 - Stipulation for PI"ejudgmtnt Writ of Attachment 
(011 
7/2011/THU 10:32 AM FAX No. P. 004 
DATED this 27 day of ~ __ I 2005. 
BOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
~o~ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Allen F. Grazer 
DATED this Z.-;r day of ---:;;: l y , 2005. 
3.- Stipulation for Prejudgment Writ of Atulchment 
(10 Bar #6391) 
BABCOCK 1 SCOTT & BABCOCK 
57 West South Temple, 8 th Floor 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
Attorneys for Gordon A. Jones and 
Linda G. Jones; and J&J Livestock, 
LLC 
F I LED 
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LINCOLN W. HOBBS (ID BAR # 07325) 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
A ttomeys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
466 East 500 South. Suite 300 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
" i ~'II ~ .. 
------------------,------------------
ALLEN F. GRAZER. an individuaL 
Plaintiff. 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES. an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, Personal Representative 
of THE ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, 
deceased: J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability Company; and John Does I-
10. 
Defendants. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S PRE-
TRIAL BRIEF AKA MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. CV -2005-183 
Judge David C. Nye 
Comes now Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer and gives notice of his intent to file a Response to 
"Defendant's Pre-Trial Brief aka Motion for Summary Judgment" filed with the Court on 
February 11. 201 L but which Allen Grazer received today. 
On February 23. 2011. Grazer received from the Court a "Notice of Taking Summary 
Judgment Under Advisement" in which the Court noted that both parties had filed Motions for 
Summary JUdgnient. Also on February 23, 2011, counsel for Grazer received, by fax. 
"Defendant's Response to Motion for Summary Judgment and for Issuance of Writ of 
Execution" in which Defendant noted that he had previously tiled a Pre-Trial Brief aka Motion 
-l6851003\Notice .Intent.doe 
for Summary Judgment on February 11. 2011 (the "Pre-Trial Brief'). The Notice from the Court 
and Defendant's Response \vere the first notice given to Grazer that Defendant had filed a 
Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Defendanfs Pre-Trial Brief (which was received from the Court via fax) included a 
C erti ticate of Service shO\ving that Defendant's Pre-Trial Brief was mailed to an incorrect 
address for counsel for the Plaintiff, despite PlaintitT having filed a change of address with the 
court oYer five years ago, and having informed Defendanf s counsel of the incorrect address 
preyiously, most recently on July 7, 2009. Grazer has notified Defendant's counsel by email 
dated today. February 23, 201 L of the inadequate service of the Pre-Trial Brief and counsel for 




L--:> day of February. 2011. 
I-IOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
LIN N W. HOBhS 
Mf -'ARET H. OLSON 
Attfu'neys for Plaintiff Allen F, Grazer 
-l68510031Not icc.intcnt.dlX 2 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby celtify that on the 23 day of February. 2011, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing to be served upon the following in the manner indicated: 
lane V. Erickson 
RACINE. OLSON. NYE. BUDGE & BAILEY 
CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello. ID 83204-1391 
Attorneys for Defendants Gordon A. Jones; Gordon A. 
Jones Personal Representative of the Estate of linda G. 
Jones. deceased: and J&J livestock, llC 
Sixth Judicial District Court 
Franklin County Clerk 
39 West Oneida. Room 2 
Preston 1D 83263 
[v}'"Mail 
[] Fax 801-621-4436 
[ ] Fed Ex 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Personally Served 
[ ] Email 
H~llllL~t;,)n{i pJ m \:_.l'~!JJ} 
[V(Mail 
[ ] Fax (208) 852-2926 
[ ] Fed Ex 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Personally Served 
,/ . ,----? /~ .• / /7 . i 
./ .. , / L/y l-
..j()851003INotice.inkncdoc 3 
LINCOLN W. HOBBS (ID BAR # 07325) 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
466 East 500 South. Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, Personal Representative 
of THE ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, 
deceased; J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability Company; and John Does 1-
10. 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
Civil No. CV -2005-183 
Judge David C. Nye 
Plaintiff, Allen F. Grazer ("Grazer"), respectfully moves this Court for the issuance of a 
Protective Order in accordance with Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 26(c). Grazer seeks a 
Protective Order as a result of Defendants First Set ofInterrogatories and Requests for 
Production of Documents served after the expiration of the extended discovery cut -off dates set 
by the Court. The discovery improperly seeks discovery of information beyond the scope of 
what the Court allowed in the telephonic status conference held on January 13,2011, where the 
Court limited discovery by the defendants to issues related to an Accounting of the Judgment and 
the issues related to the Water Shares in the Twin Lakes Canal Company. The discovery further 
4685\003\mot.protect.doc 
improperly seeks information that is irrelevant to the issues of this case, to wit, information as to 
after accruing profits and rents realized on property on which Grazer previously executed or 
which Grazer previously garnished. The production of this information is not only irrelevant and 
immaterial to the claims in this case, such production would be unduly burdensome, overly 
broad, and expensive to Grazer. Grazer has provided an accounting of amounts due, including 
credits for the value of property sold at execution or garnished as of the date of the execution or 
garnishment. 
This Motion is supported by a Memorandum of Points and Authorities submitted 
herewith. 
''7 
DATED this 2 day of March, 2011. 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.e. 
~ // 
I 7 {,r--L// 
L ,.tOLN W. HO BS 
{ "ARGARET H. OLSON 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
4685\003 \mot. protect. doc 2 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of March, 2011, I caused a true and con-ect copy of 
the foregoing to be served upon the following in the manner indicated: 
Lane V. Erickson 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY 
CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello,ID 83204-1391 
Attorneys for Defendants Gordon A. Jones; Gordon A. 
Jones Personal Representative of the Estate of Linda G. 
Jones, deceased; and J&J Livestock, LLC 
Sixth Judicial District Court 
Franklin County Clerk 
39 West Oneida, Room 2 
Preston ID 83263 
4685\003\mot.protect.doc 3 
[ ] Emaillve((~Tacinelayv.net 
ltz@racinclaw.llct 
[v(Mail 
[] Fax 801-621-4436 
[] Fed Ex 
[ ] Hand Delivery 




[ ] Fax (208) 852-2926 
[] Fed Ex 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Personally Served 
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LINCOLN W. HOBBS (ID BAR # 07325) 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ill BAR #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
, I' , 
, , __ ,-' _ ". I 1 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
CLEKK 
Plaintiff, MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
GORDON A. JONES, Personal Representative 
of THE ESTATE OF LINDA G. JONES, 
deceased; J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability Company; and John Does 1-
10, 
Civil No. CV-2005-I83 
Judge David C. Nye 
Plaintiff, Allen F. Grazer ("Grazer"), respectfully submits the following Memorandum of 
Points and Authorities in Support of his Motion for Protective Order. 
STATElVIENT OF FACTS 
1. This action was commenced on May 12,2005. It was stayed on April 18,2006 
by the filing of a bankruptcy by Gordon A. Jones and it was removed to the United States 
Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah on July 17, 2006. On April 19,2007, the Bankruptcy 
Court abandoned the property that is the subject of this action, and on May 7, 2007, Plaintiff 
requested a Scheduling and Management Conference. 
468S\003Imemo.protect.doc 
2. No action was taken as a result of the May 7, 2007 Request for Scheduling and 
Management Conference so the Plaintiff filed another Request for Scheduling and Management 
Conference on December 26,2007. 
3. This action was set for trial on November 5 and 6, 2008. (See the Court's file.) 
4. On or about July 17,2010, the parties submitted a Joint Statement to the Court 
containing infonnation for a scheduling order signed by counsel for all parties to the matter, 
including counsel for Defendant Gordon A. Jones. 
5. On August 20,2011, this Court entered a Scheduling Order (the "Scheduling 
Order") setting a first place trial setting of February 8-10, 2011. 
6. The Scheduling Order further provided that "all discovery shall be propounded 
and served such that all responses are due no later than thiliy (30) days before trial." 
7. In accordance with the Scheduling Order, Grazer propounded Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production of Documents on December 3,2010. 
8. On January 13,2011, a telephonic Status Conference (the "Status Conference") 
was held during which the Court vacated the February 8, 2011 trial setting and rescheduled the 
trial for March 29 - April 1, 2011. 
9. The Court ordered that defendants file an answer by January 21, 2011. 
10. The Court further ordered that defendant's additional allowed discovery should be 
propounded by January 21, 2011. 
11. In response to Grazer's 0 bj ection to the allowance of further discovery, the COUli 
limited the scope of defendant's discovery to matters relating to the Accounting and the Water 
Shares in the Twin Lakes Canal Company. 
4685\003\memo. protect. doc 
12. The Court invited counsel for Grazer to seek redress from the Court should the 
defendant's discovery requests exceed the scope granted by the Court. 
13. Defendants flied their answer on January 21, 2011. 
14. On January 27, 2011, six (6) days after the extended discovery deadline set by the 
Court, defendant Jones mailed his First Set ofInterrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents to Grazer. 
ARGUMENT 
Rule 26(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allows a couli to issue an order to 
prevent a party from "annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense." 
Upon motion by a party or by the person from whom discovery is sought, and for 
good cause shown, the cOUli in which the action is pending or alternatively, on 
matter relating to a deposition, the court in the district \vhere the deposition is to 
be taken may make any order which justice requires to protect a paIiy or person 
from annoyance. embarrassment oppression, or undue burden or expense, 
including one or more of the following: (1) that the discovery not be had; (2) that 
the discovery may be had only on specified tenns and conditions, including a 
designation of the time or place; (3) that the discovery may be had only by a 
method of discovery other than that selected by the party seeking discovery; (4) 
that certain matters not be inquired into, or that the scope of the discovery be 
limited to certain matters: (5) that discovery be conducted with no one present 
except persons designated by the cOUli; (6) that a deposition after being sealed be 
opened only by order of the court; (7) that a trade secret or other confidential 
research. deVelopment. or commercial information not be disc losed or be 
disclosed only in a designated way; (8) that the pmiies simultaneously file 
specifIed dOCllments or intormation inclosed [sic] in sealed envelopes to be 
opened as directed by the court. 
[R.CP., Rule 26(c). Grazer asserts certain of the discovery requests are calculated to arilloy, 
oppress or cause him undue burden or expense and that the requests were submitted beyond the 
extended discovery deadline established by the Court and should be stricken. 
-l685\003\memo. protect. doc 3 
POINT I 
The Discovery Requests were propounded bevond the extended discovery deadline 
and bevond the scope of discovery set by the Court and should not be allowed. 
According to the Minute Entry and Order entered by the Court on January 13,2011, "All 
discovery demands [were] to be made by January 21, 2011." Minute Entry and Order. 
Defendants did not file their requests until six (6) days later. Because they were untimely, the 
Court should enter an Order relieving the Plaintiff from any obligation to respond to the 
discovery. 
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allow trial judges discretion in fashioning pretrial 
orders to etliciently manage cases. LR.C.P. l6(a). A party or attorney who does not comply 
with pretrial orders or is otherwise deficient may be sanctioned pursuant to Rule 16(i) and, as 
referenced therein. Rule 37(b)(2), which outlines sanctions f()f the violation of discovery orders. 
Rule 3 7(b )(2) authorizes the court to strike pleadings in whole or in part, and to treat 
disobedience of orders as contempt of court. LR.C.P. 3 7(b )(2)(C), (D). In accordance with Rule 
37 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, certain sanctions may be imposed for failure to comply 
with discovery deadlines: 
(2) Sanctions by court in which action is pending. 
If a party or an officer, director, or managing agent of a party or a person 
designated under Rule 30(b)( 6) or 31 (a) to testity on behalf of a party fails to 
obey an order to provide or permit discovery, including an order made under 
subdivision (a) of this rule or Rule 35, the court in which the action is pending 
may make such orders in regard to the failure as moe just. and among others the 
follovving: 
(A) An order that the matters regarding \vhich the order \vas made or any other 
designated facts shall be taken to be established for the purposes of the action in 
accordance with the claim of the party obtaining the order: 
4685\00 3\memo. protect. doc 4 
(8) An order ref-using to allow the disobedient party to support or oppose 
designated claims or defenses, or prohibiting that party from introducing 
designated matters in evidence: 
~ . 
(C) An order striking out pleadings or patis thereot~ or staying further 
proceedings until the order is obeyed, or dismissing the action or proceeding or 
any part thereoL or rendering ajudgment by default against the disobedient party: 
(D) In lieu of any of the foregoing orders or in addition thereto, an order treating 
as a contempt of court the t~lilure to obey any orders except an order to submit to 
a physical or mental examination. 
l.R.c.P. Rule 37(b)(2). 
In this case, the matter has been pending since 2005. The matter previously has been set 
for trial in November 2008 when the same issues, \vith the exception of issues related to the 
\;\/ater Shares, were at issue. The length of time during which the action had been pending was 
raised at the time of the Status Conference on January 13.2011, which Qave rise to the limitation _. ~ 
of the scope of discovery to an accounting of amounts due and issues related to the \Vater Shares. 
Defendants have had ample time to propound discovery and prepare for trial. Indeed. the first 
place setting. stricken by the Court at the Status Conference was set to commence on February 8, 
2011. a mere three weeks after the date of the Status conference. 
In a similar ruling relating to discovery, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that the trial 
court has the authority to cutoff discovery as of a date certain and to disallow further forays for 
information after that date. See Brinkmeyer v. Brinkmeyer, 135 Idaho 596; 21 P.3d 918,922 
(2001)(Party not unfairly prejudiced by discovery cutoff. No unfair cutoff of discovery by 
magistrate; magistrate enforced discovery deadlines already imposed. Parties should have 
already been prepared to try case.) 
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POINT II 
The discovery requesting information relating to rents and profits on property 
purchased at execution is irrelevant and immaterial. 
Interrogatories 7,8,9,10,15,16,17,18,19, and 20 and similar Requests for Production 
of Documents request information relating amounts obtained for rentals or transfers of property 
upon which Grazer has executed for the payment of his judgment. This information is irrelevant 
and immaterial to the issues in this case. Notwithstanding the untimeliness of the Defendant's 
discovery, Grazer will provide an accounting as to the amounts due under the Judgment with 
credits given for garnishments and executions as of the date of garnishment or sale. In an 
execution sale, the amount received at the sale is considered to be the market value of the 
property. Thomas and Backman, Utah Real Property Law, §14.03(a)(2). Foreclosure sale 
proceedings, and the rights of patties under them, are tixed at time highest bids are accepted by 
sheritI are binding and rights of all interested parties fixed and detennincd thercby. Cole v. 
Canton A1ining Co .. 59 Utah 140,202 P. 830 (1921). 
Additionally, under Utah law, "the purchaser [at an execution sale] is entitled to the rents 
of the property or the value of the use and occupation of the property until redemption." Utah R. 
Civ. P, Rule 69C(h)(i)(J). Further, upon the cxpiration of the time permitted for redemption. 
"the purchaser or last redemptioner is entitled to conveyance [of title]. After conveyance of title, 
the judgment debtor has no further claim for increases in value of the property sold for execution 
or rents received from such property. 
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With one exception,1 there has been no redemption of the property sold. Title to property 
executed upon has been transferred to the purchaser at the execution sale. Defendants have no 
further claim against such property. Rents and profits received from any transfers of property on 
which Grazer has executed and which has not been redeemed have no application in this matter. 
The purpose of the discovery rules is to take the surprise out of trials of cases so 
that all relevant facts and infollnation pertaining to the action may be ascertained 
in advance of trial. Wl1ere it is sought to discover information \vhich can have no 
possible bearing on the determination of the action on its merits, it can hardly be 
within the rule. It is not intended to supply information for the personal use of a 
litigant that has no connection with the determination ofthe issues involved in the 
action on their merits. (citations omitted). 
Sanders v. Ayrharl. 89 Idaho 302: 404 P.2d 589 (1965)( citing Jeppesen v. S\vGnsol1. 243 Minn. 
547.68 N.W. 2d 649 (1955). 
CONCLUSION 
Jones was limited. in the telephonic scheduling conference, to discovery relating to an 
accounting of amounts due under the Judgment and issues relating to the Water Shares. That 
discovery was to be filed on or bet(we January:2 L 2011, and was not timely tiled. The 
information requested under the additional discovery responses is available to Jones and the 
requests are calculated to harass and cause Grazer undue burden and expense. Additional 
intormation relating to the disposition of property after the transfer of title at an execution sale is 
irrelevant. For these reasons, Grazer respectfully submits that he is entitled to a protective 
1 An attempted redemption of certain property located in Bountiful, Utah is disputed and has 
been appealed to the Utah Court of Appeals, Jones v. Grazer, Appellate Case No. 20090983. 
The Utah Court of Appeals affirmed the setting aside of that Redemption Grazer v. Jones, 2011 
UT App. 57. 
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order against providing any information although he intends to provide an accounting and 
information related to the Water Shares. 
DATED this J day of March, 2011. 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
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